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It 115 always with some sense or the transitor,y and with a feeling 
of apprehension that a little magazine is founded, for traditionally the 
advance-guard per1odic&l1s short-lived. '!'he evil of an early death is not 
inherent in the character of the little magazine, however, and it has been 
avoided by the more wisely directed periodicals. Ms seemingly characteristic 
evil might be traced directly to the function of an a.dVance-guard magazine, 
which, in itself, can best be considered as a weapon of reform. Once its 
specilic reformation has been achieved, the little magazine suffers from the 
almost always fatal disease of dissolved purpose, and usually" succumbs to 
some form of indirection. The magazine, like a human being without a purpose, 
noundersJ and its chance for concrete achie¥'ement becomes greatly lessened. 
Over the years many little magazines have come into existence and have 
suffered a short and fit.ful life because their editors have made the error of 
formulating a concentrated editorial policy in order that the magazine m1ght 
combat some force, or lack of force, in the literary world. Poet& was such 
an advance-guard magazine, but its continuoua publication for over forty 
~s has distinguished it .from. all other periodicals of its class. It has 
suffered from many of the ills which have beset other little magazines, but 
1 
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by the adroit direction of its f'ounder-editor, Harriet 14onroe, it was able 
in the years of her editorship, 1912-19.36, to IfUl"mOUnt its d1f'1'iculties; 
and under her perspicuous guidance the magazine forged ahead to become one 
of the most 1nt1.uential faotors in the formation of modern poetry. If'!'he year 
1912 has come to be reoognized as the year in which a truly organized l'IIOV'e-
ment toward a new Amerioan poetry began",,1 It 18 not coincidence that the 
initial publication of Poet:7 in 1912 shou1d be the demarcation line between 
the "old" poetry and the new. 
The distinction and importance whioh Po~ has achieved over the 
years can best be seen when the maga1ne is viewed in the light of' 1 ts history 
and the general history of the little magaaine. The value of the little 
magazine as an outlet for, and as an 1nt1uence on, 'W'lknown writere and poets 
can never be accurately assayed. ffThere have been, conservatively' estimated, 
over six hundred little magazine. since 1912.112 Many of these periodicals 
have been abortive in their efforts, and only' about a hundred of the estimated 
a1x hundred have shared the limelight a.s 1nf'1uent1al organs in the Amerioan 
literary renaissance. or the ten important little magazines devoted large17 
or exclusivelJr to POetry, only two have sun1.vedt Poe!S':1 !. Nagqine !! Vene, 
1 Iouise Bogan, Achievement !! American Poe;t.rzt 1900...1950, Chica.go, 
1951, .36. 
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and ~!!.::f Their survival is a test:1ntony to the wise editorial policies 
which guided them through the various struggles, both artistic and financial, 
which always beset such ad'f'8nturous periodicals. Poet;7 has maintained a high 
standard of quality for over tour decades, this unprecedented achievement 
attests the unity of purpose and diligent care with wh1ch Miss 1>1onroe regulat-
ed her magazine. 
In attempting to ~e the success of Poe!-:n the fundamental 
questions come to center tbemeelves around the editorial policy of the 
magazine. What tests ot quality did Miss Monroe applT in selecting contrib'u.-
tiona tor her periodical? What did she reject, and why? These, and other 
questiOns,. represent but a few of the var:Lous1nquiries that are the chief 
concern of a stuq of editorial issues. '!he mardt'est success of Poe!!l is 
indicative of a sound editorial policy. 1'be purpose of this thesis is to 
stud;y the editorial policy of Poettl and toElXaldne the various changes that 
were instituted under the ed! torship of Harriet Monroe. 
A stud;7' of the editorial policy of PQe?7 from its inception to the 
present would be a problem of extremely varied considerations. In order that 
this study may present a deeper, rather than a wider, analysis of the proposed 
problems, it has been necessal"y' to confine it to only that period during which 
Miss Monroe was editor. 'lhis period extends from the inception of the magassine 
4 
in 1912 to the death of Miss )tonroe in 1936. Limiting the scope of the thesis 
to the above-m.ent1oned period represents not only a convenient point of termirua. 
tien, it also presents a real distinction. As founder-ed1 tor, Miss Monroe 
loOked upon !:,oe!:!Z in a Yery' personal manner; the magazine was the most. 
important thing in her later ille, and after her death Poe:t!Z did not haYe the 
slJIle character_It could not have exactly the same character, for it was no 
longer under the influence of Miss Monroe's forceful personality_ For the 
present, however I :1 t i8 onl.7' necessary to take cogn!eance of the fact that 
once the problem has been delimited, a more concentrated and unified study can 
be attained. Under the leadership of one person, who vas not only the author 
and eueutmt of policY' issues, but the tinal judge of all poens which were to 
appear in the ma.guine, the ed1 tor1al policy had both its source of strength 
and unity in the personality or Harriet Monroe_It would be incorreot, however, 
to suggest that Hiss }fonroe's death marked the termination of the established 
policy; for her successor, l'forton D. zabel, continued to edit the magazine in 
agreement with the editorial principles ot its founder. 
BecaU8e Harriet Monroe never composed any complete statement of her 
critical principles, it has been necessary to attempt some formulation of the 
from a mmtber of varied sources, chief ot which have been her autobiogr~p~ 
and the editorial artieles which she wrote for !:~e!!Z. In general, it might be 
said that Miss !4onroe's critical principles and her editorial policy were two 
close17 allied systems of thour,bt. The distinction between the two is often 
slight since she regulated the magazine ts policY' in a yery personal marmer, .e 
a renl t, the periodical rarely suffered from the whims of a constantlT shift-
ing stan~ 
The. chiet method utilized in assessing the editorial policy is a 
study of the ttEditorial Comment- section .of the magazine. TQis section was 
orig1nall;y intended a.s a place where the edt tor could make the nfaOessary 
announcements of editorial shUt$ and changes. It soon became apparent that 
the title "Ed1torial Comment" Was misleading since everytb1ng included under 
this heading did not always represent editorial opinion; hence, ,the word 
"Editotialtt Vat .deleted, revived, and finally' deleted. The section came to 
earr:t the tdmple title "Comment." ~t the nature of the article did not 
chan,ge, and its new title pendtted a wider v8l"iety' ot subjects to be dis-
cussed without contusion a8 to wbether or not they represented official 
edi torlal dict.. Esscmtial17. this change did not affect the nature of the 
article, it still remained the one place wherEO 1'dss Monroe could make known 
the editorial pollcy ot the magazine. Theae pronouncements became sporadiC, 
howeYer, and they were g$Mrally dffsignedto olarify the mapaine's position 
on a specific iasue. In the period from 1912 to 1936, 29b issues of the 
magasine were printed.. but out of this large number there are only about 
fifty issues which, contain sign1tlcant announcements pertinent to the edi-
torial policy. As 01'18 approach to the probletll, a study of the ItEd1torlal 
Comment" sction is suffiCiently del1m1ted, yet incl~ive enough, to prove 
itself adaptable tor the purposes of the present paper. It also baa the 
additional merit of providing a. ~rspective of the broader issues ot the 
ed! tonal policy. This is an important advantage over other approaches. such 
as the correspondence between the editor elnd the contributing poets, which 
do not deal with the issues as principles. but merely as S'f)ecit1c.wlieations 
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ot principles. The pri.mary purpose of this paper is not to axamine the appli ... 
cation ot the editorial principles, but to isolate and clarity these prin-
ciples, and to substantiate these generalities with their specific appl1ca-
tions. 
'lbe proposed method of investigation· has certain limitations, bu:t. 
they are not insurmountable, and when compared with the defioienoies of other 
possible JlPProaohes to the problem, they are lesser evils. The chief l1m1ta-
tiona are (1) the sporadic condition of the editorial pronouncements, and (2) 
t..he juxtaposition of the ed1 torial principles and the personal prejuc.ices of 
Harriet Honroe. :pass Monroe was avare of the fact that the personality of 
an editor must inev1tab:q be reflected in the make-up of a periodicalt "!'Nery 
editor feelst and must of necessity reveal, oertain unconscious s;ympathies 
and predilections; it is better,. then, to reveal them quite frankly, without 
extenuation or apology. tth 'l'hus, these prejudices became part of the editorial 
policy, and it is essential that they be carllied and properly labeled. 
Certain poets, whose temperament and philosophy did not agree with }f1.ss 
fI..onroe t s conception ot life and 1. ts mea.ning, were not encouraged by' the 
maguine; and in certain inst..'.UlCes, the magazine missed the op:)ortuni ty of 
being the first periodioal to publish poems which vere later to redeiv8 
considerable recognition. The distinction between prejudice and critical 
principle was not a real OM tor l-iiss J.lonroe. This statement may seem like a 
!r. lfarriot t'!onroe and ilice Corbin Henderson, eds.~ .!!!! .!1.!! Poe!q, 
New York, 1917 t 11i. 
~. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------, 
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strong indictment, but in :real! ty ~!is$ Honroe was a\. woman who was relatively 
free of biased judgnent. When compared with those of other cd! tors, her 
liberal cast of mind is evident. She wa.s not adamant in her prejudices, and 
on many occasions she displayed an extraordi.nary ma~n1mity of mind. 
~-
----------------------------------------, 
Harriet Nonroe, born Lecember 23, 1860, was the second of four 
children. Her pa.rents, Henry' Stanton Monroe, and M.artha l'!onroe, were people 
of mode:ratel:y weal thy' means, who bad come to Chicago in the early Fifties. 
J.1r, Nonroe, the son of a New York lawyer, left his native state early in 
18,2 to establish a law tim in a new City, one which seemed to him destined 
two spinster aunts, was a womtAn of great ehnm and beauty. She and Hr. Monroe 
were married in 18$'" and two years later she gave birth to their first ohild, 
IXlra !DUise. The second child, Harnet, wa.s born three years later; her 
birth was followed by that of two other ohildren: a daughter, Luoy, ana a 
son, William stanton. 
Harriet Honroels early family lite vu not always one of serenity, 
and in oertain respects it might even be called unhappy. Her father, who 
was a man of' some erudition and. social grace, had married a woman who, though 
.... 
1 This po:rtrai t of narriet Monroe is based on comments from her 
autobiography and on Harold Hansen is "comments in ~l1dwest portr~~~ Horace 
Gregory's "The Unheard of AdVenture tt (The American SCholar" Vi, ring, 1931, 
195-200) and on statements to the wri ter .tram varion S~l and Jessica 
Nelson North. 
8 
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beau.tiful, was'" soc1n.lly awkward and possessed of little intellectual polish. 
To }Ir,. Honroe she must ha.ve seemed like DiCkellS IS v:tfe, who managed to knock 
her shin against every chair, but unlike Hrs. ntokena, Harriet's mother was 
a woman of much affection, ldndnese, and love. It was from her mother that 
Harriet inherited a great s&.'"l8e of a.f'.fection in her associations 'With P6't..'IP1eJ 
she also inherited a good portion of her mother's pbysic£l.l comeliness • 
. 
In spirit, I~. YlOlWOe was the ant1t.h<iSis of his wife. He was fired 
with a 10V'e ot learning, a.nd. he strongly desired an nctive socinl life, which 
to a man :IJl his professionwu almost a requisite. fut his wif'e felt no 
yeandng to expand her personality; she was content to p~rorm the simple 
duties of a devoted wife and loving mot;.har, and her iM.b111 ty to oq:>e with 
the tensions which arose from this dif'.f'erenoe of personalities was under-
standable in that there was nothing in her experience to prepare her for the 
8i tuation. It was !rom her father wt Harriet gained 80 much love for a life 
of leal"Iling and intellectual conflict. As a young girl she idollied him, and 
the bond of sympathy which gnN from their participation in subjects of mutual 
interest gue strength to her pliable lIlinc4 She found the keenest enjo)'ment 
in reading books from her father's large library, and like Brovn1ng, it might 
be &aid i:.b.at she was educated there. His interests in the art!! also E«tended 
beyond the 1i t&rary' into the fields of painting and music, and Harriet ac-
quired an extensive knowledge of t.Des$ two arts which she late;r found useful 
d art and mus:1c critic for the Chicago Mbune. '!he entire GlIlphaais of her 
• I 
father's -influence was along a.rtist1c lioos, and it strongly' marked bar 
personality_ It might a.lao be said that she acquired sorne of his legalistic 
· , 
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acuity and sharp sagacity in attacking and solving problems. 
After the great Chicago fire in 1871, Nr. l-ionroe suffered financial 
reverses 'because of unfortunate wsiness associations, and while the early 
yeers of his llUUTiaee were satisf'y:1.ng ones, the strain of losing both his 
social and fina.ncial status proved to be disastrous to his marital happiness. 
In a sense the Hol'l1""OeS were 1ncompa1dbla. The family' was the whole of Mrs. 
r,ronroets existence, l'ir. l·fonroe, on the other hand, required a more active 
life, and in an effort to achieve some tom or inner life which would trans-
cend ddJ;y' cares, be became more and more dependent on the solitude of his 
libraI7t and by degrees his affection for family life disappeared. This 
laconic attitude was no aaset to his professional career, which soon began to 
suffer .from inattention, and the strain which t..1rl.s condition engendered in 
his home 'brou~t unhappiness. Of her parents, l:'liss i-lom"oe "Writes that they 
ffliv~ more or less at cross purposes, neither understanding nor deferring to 
the other.1t2 The basiC personality conflicts which existed between her parents 
have been stated in a concise and greatly sharpened manner, and it would be 
... :I 
2 A Poet's Lite, New York, 19)8, 23. This is Hiss Nonroe's auto-
biography, WhICh she -';;-gan $eYera.1 months before her death. It WAS originally 
planned to publish the volume on the twenty..J.'i:ftb anniversary of ~.<>O_try, 
but since tbe bock was- unftnished at the time of her death,. publiOatlOii was 
delayed for III year. It was finally completed by l-!orton D. Zabelt who succeeded }!iss Monroe as editor of ~oe~. J.fr. Zabel wrote only Chapter .3 • ~.iss 14onroe' 
narrative broke orf at the c ose or ChaptC" 33, but on the trip she made to 
South A."lterlea, where she died, she completed the tinal chapter (Chapter 3,). 
In the fear that she might not live to complete the autobiography, Hiss Non... 
roe felt that a statement of her philosophy of lit'e and religious confict1ons 
vas ot parauount importance; hence she wrote the final chapter be.fore the 
history of her IU'e had been completed. 
u 
a distortion of the true si tuat10n to conclude that these tensions were al-
vaye present. The purpose in even citing them has been to display the effects 
which they produced on the formation of Niss l·Ionroofs character. 
As a ohild, the tensions of her family environment were reflected ~ 
Harriet's response to life. She was a shy' and inhibited ,girl and allowed her- ' 
self' to assume a subnissive disposition under the er..1ld1shly cruel reproaches 
of her elder sister. who as a young ~l vas a domineering person. In res ... 
pect to physical health, Harriet was never robust, and in her youth she 
su.f.f'ered.f'Joan chronic nenousness which undermined her physical eonsidtution 
at that t:!me. Being trsJ,l and Sickly, she was always e,cutely sensitive ot 
hal' ¢ml feelings and a keen obserVer of the feelings of others. 
Miss 11ollroe t s elementary eduea'td.on was acquired in the public grm::nar 
school, and at the age of twelve she attended Dearborn Seminary. Five years 
later, in 1877, she enrolled at Visitation Convent in George~ she was 
graduated hom this school in 1819. tInder the direction o£ the nuns at 
V1si taUon, her education comprised the usual atudies of Victorian female 
seminaries, and the environment of the school smoothed down the rough edges 
of her already temperamental personality. The "fine lady" tradition or Visi-
tation pernm.nently affecwd her character. "There was little of t~ dilettante 
in Hiss Honroe's personality. Her jud~nt was thoroughly grounded in a 
liberal, humanized eduoation ... 3 At Visitation she acquired a sense of inde-
pendence and self-suffioiency, a.nd the encouragement which the nuns extended. 
\ 
wilard Harnet'. literary aspirations gave strength and substnnce to her 
ambitions. In the sphere of social activities, lfiss }!onroe's attendance t.:!.t 
Visitation proved advantageous; there she 'Was in olose proximitY,with the 
dauctl'ters of wealthy and intluentialll'ten, and she £orm.ed many lasting friend.-
ships with girls of wealthy f'sm.il1es. Harriet Nbnrce was no social oUmber; 
these .flr.tendahips vere strictly f'ortu1 to'us. They helped to bring her out of 
her protec'ttve oovering of shy reticence and to make her more socially eon.. 
soious.. Her former aoquiescence in social reL1.tione and quiet suoossion to 
evente were nov supplanted b;r a more aotive and radical outlook, and this new 
attitude proved not to be the transitory' perennial radioalism of youth; it 
was definitely an enduring east of mind whioh followed bel' into maturity and 
became part of her habitual' response to life. 
In matters of religion, the attitude of the }lonroe family Wd one ot 
puzzlement and indi.t'ferenoe. Attendance at church or Sunday sehcol had always 
been an went of minor Significance tor them. As they had never contoni1ed to 
an:r particular creed, they pursued religion with a desultol"'J interest. Of 
her own religious comictions },1iss tJonroe wi tea I "Gradually' I had lost 
entirely ill allegiance to the old ereeds.u4 Thus, in maturity Ha.:rr:tet }'lonroe 
adhered to no fom of religious orthodoxy. In Sl.tmn".ing up her basic philosophy 
of ille, she wrote the following statement several weeks before her death in 
1936. 
No~doubt I must confess .myseJ.t a heathen. If religion lIleans 
allegiance to arry sect or church • • • then I am completely 
irreligious •• ., • But I am 8. quite untroubled heathen. For me the 
important issues have conoerned this life on earth, not the theor ... 
etic next one in some ri tuallzed Heaven or realistic Hell. 
. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The mystery' 1s not the greatness o£ life, but its littleness. 
That we, $0 grandly born, so. mightily endowed, should grope with 
blind eyes and bound limbs in the dust and mire of petty desires 
and grievances} until we can hardly see the blne of the sky or 
t .. glory of' the seasOl'l8t untU Rcan hardly clasp or neigbhorts 
hand or hear his TOice ...... this is the inexplicable mystery, the 
basting Ulll'tiallty, the b1tter falsehood that underlies all the 
dark evils ot the world.S 
Hiss :f!onroe had an ext.raordinary f'aith in 11£'e, whioh vas concretely expressed 
in her unbounding optimimn about the progress of the world and the perfecti ... 
bility ot human nature. 1bese two comepts pl~d an important part in the 
founding and management of ~~.t=b partioularly in relation to her motives 
tor the creation of' the magazine and in the kind of literatUl"e whioh she 
hoped the periodical would engender. 
'1lle interim between the complet.1on of her .rormal educa.tion in 1879 
and the founding of ~oe& in 1912 lid one of intense activity; writing, 
I 
traveling, 1ecturlng, teaching, and a bost ot other activities. both profes-
sional and soci.'ll, occupied Ydss f.lonroe during this period. 
After leaving school in 1819, Harriet Honroe returned to the home 
ot her rather, where she rema.il:led until b1s death. 1n 1903. It was not the 
custom for a young woman or her class to be employed at that ti.rI1e, and the 
idea of a career was not considered respectable. '!'he general attitude o£ the 
Nineties was that in the r..orms.l CQurse of events n' young p:1rl would marry and 
establish a. home of her arm; but in the case of Hiss Ho!'.roe events did not 
procoed in the planned order. She never married, not bec~use the J..s.cked 
opportunity, bu't because she could not imagine herself bound to a station in 
lifa lmich imposed so 1l"ln!lY restrictions without concomitant rewards. Narr1age 
wou.ld hinder her perso11.'ill freedom and make it impossible to be the scle 
deteminer of 'What CO'U.l"'M to tollow in l1!"e. 
In 1887 Harriet and her younger sister T».oy traveled to New York for 
an extended. Tacation .. 'While in that city she became acquainted with :many of 
the commanding figures in the journalistic and literary circles. Among the 
leading journalists of that ds::I were J.1arpret Sulllvan and EIlgene Field, 
and their friendship with I·Rss }!onrOEl proved adVantageous for her. Through 
Field she was introduced to Edmund C. stedman, who was then the most important 
literary figure in New York. As a result of her Sunda7 evening visits to 
stedman's literary- parties, Harr1et 110nroe became ncquainted with such men as 
Robert t .. Stevenson, \1'1111am DrN.ul Howells. and Frank R. stockton, who were 
later to help and encourage her in her own literary entleavon. 
'The evenings at Stedman's bouBe in Bronxville were of' a kind that 
supplied fuel to bel' later activities ••• and f'rom Stedman 
himself lIarriet Honroe perhaps caur,bt fire, from his prophetic 
fervor and belief in the future of' American poetry. 6 
nds close contact with people ot literary achievement gave impetus to Harriet s 
"grandiloquent literary aspirations,," as she dubbed them in retrospect. 
1$ 
,., 
During her stay i.."l new York, Nias Hom-os had her first poem pub-
lish'3dJ the poem, ff1';i.th a CopJ,T of Shelley," appeared in ~ pent~ in 
1889 .7 In the S'llIllt'aC:r of the Game year she also wrote and revised a play', 
Vale~. a. verse tragedn she continued to work on her poetry, but at this 
t:1me her interest was temporarily diverted by the glaraor of the stage, and 
she worked on a numoor or plays whieh expressed her preoccuption with modem 
themes. ~~il0 in Naw York Hiss "lonroe was engaged as a. correspon6ent for 
the Chicago f.ri~, for wit.ieh she wrote a feature column, reviewing playa. 
exbibitions of painting, and musical events. Her entire stay in 1~1 York was 
socia1l.y' adY'antageousJ there sha widened her circle or friends to include 
influential people who were later to prove themselves loyal in the receptive 
spiri t which they extended toward r.()e~. 
After her winter in New York.. i·risa HoDl"'Oe returned to Chioago to 
continue with the Tribune in the capac! ty of art crt tic, rEtView1ng the work 
:II W 
of such modern painters as H. P. Ryder, ~l1inslow Homer I Abbott Thayer, and 
Augustus S.!:tint-Gaudens. I·Jiss Honroe was personally acquainted with many ot 
the men whose work she reviewed. 
In 1890 }iiss }!0l'1I'Oe lll.;'tOe her first trip abroa.d; she visited France, 
Italy I and England~ l;1hile in 'Wudon she stayed 'With ¥.r. and Hra. Henry 
Harlancl, friends Whom ahe bad met in ;fGW York the previous year. Henry Itarla..nd 
later became the founder-editor of the !ellow ~. Through the IIarL"U'lde 
Harriet met many of .!1':! Ye1!~ Book·!:!, famous contributors, among whom ware 
16 
Henljl' James amd Aubrey Beardsley. She also met some of the celebrated painters 
of that time, chie!' among them being James }!cNeill i'Jhistler. 
'!'his l~uropean journey took only six weeks. \'lhen she returned to 
ChiC<'1go in IlNember. 1890, sbe res'Ull1ed her position a.s art cn tic for the 
Trl.'bune. Soon after her return, however, the Tribune asked Hiss r4onroe to 
---._- --
resif11 from har post because Harriet I s younger sister lucy was wrl ting a 
. 
similar column tor a rival paper, .!1!! fIeral~, and the ~~ts policy vould 
not allow such .1:1. situation to eont1m.te. It was impossible to secure a s1'm.il$" 
journalistic position, and for the next twerity years ~liss );<)l1rOe ecked out 
a meager living by magazine writing, a little teaching, and some lecturing, 
Early in 1890 Chicago 11M selected as the 8i te for the Columbian 
Exposition; this event marked the tour-hundredth annivenJ&ljT of the discovery 
of America. and the tact that Orl.cago had been chosen as the City to sponsor 
tr.is celebration indicated the expansion and growth which had taken place 
there bT the clOSing decade of the last century. Chica!:'" had achieved recog-
nition as a metropolis ot' industrial achievement and as a. new cultural center. 
'1.'ne purpose of the Exposition was to stimula.te world interest 1n Chicago as 
a progressive rusiness center, but its planners did not allow the cOllr:'lereial 
aspect to overshadow the advances that Chicago had achieved in the arts; hence, 
the prepared progra,m was deeigned to stress Chicago as oS. nascent cultural 
center, and the arts of painting. lllusic, sculpture and architecture were to 
play a prominent role in the &:position. This Columbian Exposition "las an 
~rtant event in the history of Chicago. It'~ the expoSition opened, it 
was at once evident that here wa.s the greatest, most stupendous worldts fair. 
11 
(JIlr::Jr hel(~ en "ea...-r>th. 'fa l'Ddeed, the event has been du.ly colebrated in p:dnt'; 
(JI/eI' five hUIlI:'lroc. dj.frel~nt brochuret.'J ar~c.! illustrated VOl't.lltle5 were published 
who were responsible tor the planning of the E)q)ooi tion, her interest in the 
event was personal. '!he fnct thD.t sbe htld held the influential position of 
art critic tor the leadi:!.lg newspaper of the city proved important in that 
three years later she was still able effectively to voice her dissatisfaction 
when the announced program failed to consider poetry in its plnns. ~'lhen she 
discovered this adssion, she made a proposal to the Ganmittee on Ceremonies 
and offered to write a dedication ode £01" the E!cposition. Her offer was l'e-
caved with enthusiasm and. she composed I1The Columbian Ode, H which was later 
:read ~t tbeced1cation ceremonies of the E'>::position. For this -poem. His8 Honroe 
roceived the 'U.llfle.uod of sum or II. thousa.:nd dollars. In add.ition to tho 1110ney' 
received for the composition of the ode, Harriet }lonroe also wn a suit with 
the Iiew York !!.~r!!!t which awarded her the sum of five thousand dollars for 
the ~l!:!!! unauthorized printing of her poe. An eager reporter tor the New 
York newsp~per had purloined a copy of the ode from the office of the of'fici-
ala of the Eltposltion, and the paper he represented printed the ode as a 
tirst-page item the ~ before its official release. 1':1'. Honroe brought suit 
8 IJ.oyd Isrls am Henry Justin Smith, ItThe Columbian Exposition of 
1893," This Is Chicago, an anthology edited by Albert Halper, New York, 19$2 .. 279. --. , 
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af8.:tnst the l"te'I';Jrtp:.l.per ~tl~d firolly 't>lon a court decision in l89h thnt atfru."ded 
Harriet a settJ.ement of the above-mentioned sun for dal"loc;es. The 7~onroe case 
was innortant as it W:J.S itrlthout precedent., and therefore it established its 
own precedence" defining- the rights of !l:uthOl"'S to control the:!.!' own un.-
published wo1'ks.10 
Between the years 1891 and ,1897, r·;ios Honroe :mb15.shed t~ro books I 
tho £'1.1'ot, ~lerJ.an ~ Other p~ 11 was privately printed in 1891; her 
second ,,'ork, ~hn 2!!1'l:~ ~).h.12 appeared in 1891~. 1hrcugh t..~e publication 
of her first vo1~ of poot.r;y tlh9 achieved local success as a poet, a..'1d the 
a:p:n"eeiative recoenition T:lbi.ch the book Tt)c<livod gaae her status as fu"1 irll-
portant. locs.l figure. Her se<»nd book, a biography of her bl"other-i.o-l.mJ, 
who h;:!.d been consulting a..rchiteet for the Columbian ~sit~on, added little 
to her prest1p. In respect to the trw tional attitudes and stultifying 
rigorisms of their a.ge, both Ha.rriet Honroe and 1;~. Root wrn radicals, and 
this sympathy of mind which existed between the two \'TaS one of the main 
rensOl1B that pra.:tpted. Hiss Honroe to write his biography. 
Harriet 14or.roe ts infcI'%llal education • • • progressed under the 
influence of her brilliant brother-in-law • • • who taught her 
to value and appreciate the beginrrl.ncs of an American art that 
was to reach maturity in the work ot touts Sullivan and Frank 
Lloyd lfrlght. It is h1ghlJr probable th.'lt his influence created a 
background for a general appreciat1m1 9f the arts.13 
J1lo book wan of little importaM-:. in her poetical career, howevers even today 
10 Harrlet Honroe, ! Poet 's L.i.f~, 139. 
II Harriet Honroe, Valerian and other Poems, 1_ York, printed tor 
the author at the De V1nne Press, 1!9r. _.- -
12 IiQrriet 11onroe, ~ t~11b?rn Ro~~, ~Iew York, 1896. 
13 Gregol'7, ! Hietorz 9! :!}ner1Cap Poet:rb lLh. 
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the copy of ~ !!ell1?o~ ~~~_ at lwberr-y I;ibrary remains uncut, testifying 
to the fact that. no one ik1.S ever read. it. 
In 1897, when lass Honroe tinally received the r~w Y01'k ~iol"ld~ 
check for the sett,lemont of her suit, she ianed1ately sai.led for Ilbrope. 
where she was once again entertained by some of' the most prominent li tcmry 
figures of that day, tMlo in lcndoa she was introduced to and entertained by 
S'UCh notables as Alice Heynell, Francis Thompson, Thems I~r~r, 'lheocDre '.Jatt 
IAmton, F:I.ona li!clAod (1i1illiam Sharp), Robert 1. Stevenson" and Colonel 
Francis Higginson, friend of Emily Dicld.nson and oo ... edi tor of her first-
published poems. \il11e among these people Harz'iet Nonroe vas quick to perceive 
the ~ de !!!!l!. attitudes in the a.ir and their prophetic implications, and 
when she returned to America in the following year. she was aware that the 
prelude to a nGW' epoch had begun. 
During these years of travel and other intellectual am emotionsl 
pursuits, Hiss Mcmroe was DWel' forgetrul of h~r literary aspirations. In 
her heart of hearts she was a poet, but for a time the beauty and e1a.'11Ol" of 
the stage caused her to deviate tram her main objective. BetWeen the years 
1895 and lQao she wrote tive plaYs, none ot which was ever produoed pretes.. 
sienalljr. Her collection ot plays, .!h! ~!~ ~..t14 was, however, privately 
published in 1903 but was relatively un:tmportant to the advancement ot her 
career 'asa poet. Perhaps the factor that encouraged her most in the wrtt:tng 
• 4 
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., 
ot drama was the favorable criticism given to her work 'by' people of reputation 
in the draL1atic world, but the plays were essentially nefective in the hme 
"I1FJY that Henry James's c.lramatie efforts proved unsatisfactory. Of one o£ 
l-riSS .Honroe fa first plays, n. Passe:!, PZ. 1,'1'ill1am Archer wrote t uNo doubt en 
a secorld and more careful reading it would become clearer to me, but I cer-
tainly reeei'¥'8Ci the impression that· it was too subtle and Brown1ngesque tor 
the stage.·]$ 
After a. f'ruitless period of dramatic endeavor, }'liss Monroe again 
turned her attention to poetry, and by 190) she had written sufficient Tene 
for a book. These poems were not published, however, untU 1914J this vol\l11'le 
ot poems, !~. ~ ,!,16 unlike h~ previolls works~ was printed by Macmillan. 
After her ~therfs death in 1903, Mise Monroe continued to earn her 
. 
living as a journalis~J she reSU1lled her position with the Ohicago ~~ as 
art critiO; she also wrote feature articles tor $uch quality magazines u 
Th..!. Atlantic a.ne th$ l'o~4~t!l ~ a.t this time, but the' pay tor this 
torm of journalism was sporadic and meager. Harriet never allowed her insecure 
income to preTent her from 'taking an. avid interest in ille, and her ever-
increasing social eirele of friends soon came to embrace almost every person 
whose :tnterest in the arts was distinguished. Hent'T :8. Fuller, author of The 
-
.QlUt-dJml.lers, and A. P. Ryder, the painter, were among the more important 
of bel' friends. The years between 1900 and the founding of Poetry in 1912 
15 Harriet}'1onroe. A Poet •• ~!!, an undated letter from William 
Archer to 1-1188 l'loni"Oe, 118. 
16 Harriet I>!onroe, ~ and b New York, 1914. 
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were filled With activities which advanced herI1'6stlge not only as a poet 
but as a person of aeroi:tn,e.ss and social charm. Thus the ye."U's advanced) the 
I1middle period" of Miss 'Honroets lifo betrayed no diminut!cn in her interest 
in life. the arts, and the progress ot the world. She was always eager tor 
new experiences, and Ezra Pound's dictum, ffMake it new," michtbe appropriate .... 
ly applied to the eagernese with which she lived. 
The first ten years of the new century brought i.mtnense progresa to 
Chicago. 'l'he changes which bad come over the city since its disastrous tire 
in 1811 had produced an undrea.sed-of transformation, not only in commerce and 
inclustry but in the arts as wll.. '!be adVance. in 1.ndustrial and cOlllr'lercial 
interests ware swift and drastic, and in architeoture the disappearance of· 
the old baroque facades ma...11ifested a new spirit ot t~, one founded on 
utilitarian and organic principles. These nascent int:lmo.tions of modernity 
were not exclusively confined to material advat'lCeSl a renovation was also uncle 
way- in the arts, And the resuscitation of painting, drama, musiC, and. the 
other arts .from the lethargic limpness into which they had been allowed to 
descend was now being ef'fected through strong encouragement from variot1.$ciVic 
groups.. The entire range o£ the arts vas improving during these ea.rly years, 
and Hiss ll'oIlrOe was part o£ this milieu. She, a.s art critic, was in a poait1.on 
to be intimately acquainted with many artiste and art dealers; hence she vas 
WanJ of the type ot art which vas being handsomely rewarded by '1'be .Art 
Institute and other organizations. 
In 1910 I·!iss Monroe made her first tour around the wrld., visiting 
the Orient £or the .first time. The impression of deep mystery and strange: 
beaut whioh the Orient 
22 
and the s~tby which she later extended toward the poetry of the East bad 
its foundation in her peronsal memories at those countries. The tour was 
significant for these reasons. 
Upon returning to Oh1.cago from her world tour early in 1911, she 
resumed her duties as art critic. Her professional contacts were always of 
a pleasant, friendly' nature, and the discussion of the l.amentable state of 
poetry'vu often the topic of 'Hi .. Honroe l s conversation. Her ma.ny triends in 
the verld of art were in s:ympathy with her view that the neglect of poet,ry- vas 
despicable. It was not without some feelings of acrl.tnon7 that she viewed the 
Art Institute's practice or giving large monetary rewards to artists tor 
the:l.r work while poetry was neit.her encouraged or wen recognised. Wby, she 
asked herself', was so much mon.,.. being lavished on the plastic arts whlle 
poetry. perhaps the greatest of all arts, wu being treated with indifference? 
To all ber Mends and business associates sbe repeated the question with 
challenging intd.stence. ftWhy was poetry left out of 1t--poetry, perhaps the 
finest of t.he fine arts, certainly the shyest and most elusiTe ?......poetry which 
muat b..::'1ve listenens, which ca.nnct ling into a void?,,11 'l"hi8 very question was 
l~ter to prove itself to be the germ. trcm which the definite idea ot founding 
a magazine tor poets dsveloped. 1be real plan for the magazine came much 
later, but it was preceded by a. Tague teeling of discontent with the status 
QUO of the poet, and with a .ense of irritation a.t the 1ncl1fterence with 
- . 
which poetryts self.styled supporters viewed the situation. 
18 . Monroe, ! Poet ',s 1Me, 242. 
... 
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The Art Institute, whose progrQIl'l £01' the encouragement of painting 
was supported by a group ot Chica.gots most powerful and wealthy citizens, 
afforded the painter the opportunity to display his work ~nd to reap the re-
wards of recognition and remuneration for his labor. This whole campaign was 
based on s. successful t1ns.ne1a1 plan and on the wise use ot propaganda, which 
served to bring the plight ot the struggling artist into the limelight. The 
poet possessed no comparable outlet for his work. 11.188 }1onroe was quick to 
perceive this situation, and her dream ot a. similar campaign tor the poet be-
came the IOOSt salient topic of com"er8ation for her. She discussed her scheme 
with a.n)I'One who 'WOuld lend a willing ear, and the encouragement which she 
received traa her friends and business associates gradually brought the idea 
of a poetts organ to full n1aturation. In her autobiography, she records her 
feelings on the situation as tollOlrJ'St "r became convinced that something m'WIt 
be done} and sinee nobody else was doing anything, it might be fup to me t to 
try to stir up the sluggish situa.tion.n18 During a conversation with William 
V. otMen, an art dealer, the real solution to the problem emerged. He sug_ 
gested that what the poots needed wu a place of their own where their work 
could be displayed, much in the fashion that a painting is displayed. Miss 
11on;-oe immediately seized upon the idea as thl' solution to her probldll, and 
Rat an age when most people consider the moment tor action past, she braved 
publio flkepticism, personal reputation, and unknown risks by launching 
Poet17' ,,19 ... 
-
A choice ot several channels for achieving recognition was open to 
the poet before 19121 he cOuld publish his poems at his own e:xpense--a formi-
dable course for the poor poet. he could subnit his work to the quality 
magazines and run the all-too-frequent risk of rejection if the poems at... 
tempted to deal with serious issoos or contained poetical innovations ot .. en 
. 
a minor type. Under theae conditions. it was difficult for the poet to retain 
any degree of intellectual honesty and still find his way onto the printed 
page, At the turn of the century poetry was still following the old traditions 
:1n America the message of Wbitms.n was unheeded, and the stodgy transmutations 
of an earlier Romanticism remained the standard modeu. 
On the European soene the French were occupied with new developments 
in modern poetry, and. while the greatness and sign.i.ticance of Whitman was 
given indifferent consideration in the country whi.ch produced b:1m, the 
espousal of Poe and ~lb1tman in France was ~the source of innova.tions and dj,.. 
vargent, new trends in J.l'rench poetics. The n_ movement toward .MOdem JlOetry 
was not confined to .France; both England and .Ireland were becoming aware that 
the old traditional forms had lost their lorce. Because it possessed .. leader 
of qual! t;y and conviction, lreland was the first to establish a defini~ MOTe-
ment of en:y dimensions. T!pitomized in the works· of Yeats and Synge .. the Irish 
t1;t~erary Revival :represented a return to an· unshackled .freedom of expression 
which would be at once simple and dignified. The Irish Renascence "was a.l.ready 
25 
under way when 'Poetryt was established in 1912. In that year and those 
immediately' following the trans-Atla.ntio influence was marked. ,,20 But England, 
on the other band, possessed no leader strong enough to draw 1 ts young poets 
out or the morass of tra.dition, and the minor poetical revolt which london 
witnessed was ineffectual because it lacked a leader of sufficient stature who 
could set the pace for a new movement. 2!!!. foe:b7 Review, founded in 1912 by' 
Harold Hom-a, attempted to revive poetry in Imgland as a living art, but the 
magazine was a'bortive and had to cease publication a year later. 
At this time, the state of poetry in America was one of inaction and 
apathy. The country possessed neither a. great leader nor an organ tor its 
poets. The plight of .American poetry during this period could best be repres-
ented by a brief' soazm:1ng of a roster 0:£ faaous Amerioan poets between the 
;reanJ 1870 and 1912. Only the nametl of l1dly Dickinson and Stephen Crane 
• 
would stand. out 'With arr:j' degree of greatness, and they lfare exceptional cases, 
poete aloof .fr<:a the struggle tor reoognition. For the more 'WOrldly poet 
there was little :recourse; he was consigned to inaction. To provide the poets 
with an organ to sthmla.te their la.tent talents was liiss llonroe's first inten-
tion. 8be- wrote. "For years it had beccDe increasingly evident that the 
present day poets needed st1rrinf, up. Host of them were dCing the sar",e old 
thing in ~"he same old academic way.n 21 But the «same old thing in the same 
20 Harry Hansen. }tl.dwe8t PCll!"traits. A Book of }temories and Friend-
~8t, New York. 1923, 2S7.-- -- - - - . ,- -.. _. ----
21 Monroe, ! Poetts We, 249. 
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old academic Wart wa.s, at that time, the basic requirement of acceptance tOl" 
pUblication in the quality magazines; these periodicals were not interested in 
serious poetry. 'l'hey could not afford to print poems which required oareful 
reading to divine their thought, and the poea that they pril'l"ood had to have 
an imrJlediate appeal tor the common reader. As a quality ma.gazinets editor 
once stated the $tandard of accept.al)ce, tis. poem has to appeal to the barber' 13 
wi£e in any Hiddl.ewest town." 1'Jhat type of verse did these quality magazines 
provide? "They carried from two to five tidbits a month, generally of a highly 
vapid charaoter,. sent:lmentally delld.gned by such hacksters as i4argaret 
Prescott }:Iontaque, Fannie stearns l).,ms, Florence Converse, and Hargaret 
Sherwood. "22 Indulgence in anyt.hing that departed from the conventional was 
never perm! tted by the quality magazines, and, indeed, they were a long time 
in being ccll'ril'lCed of' the contrary. It took many years of p:1oneering before 
they were jarred tram. their complacence. 
Wh:.Ue r~ was doing its work, the quality periodicals 
were resting . mperrious smugness. Perh.a;ps it would be unfair 
to 0XptllCt tllOm to bra.ve the d..c1.ngers of presenting nEftI talent, 
but We miw)lt reasonably assume that they would print talent 
after it was discovered. It was amazing to watch 'I'he Atlantic 
sail serenely through the poetiC revival,. content' Until wen 
past 1922 with its writers of 1913 ••• nor were Ha.rt:ler.s 
and Scribner's more alert. 23 . .. 
-
It was this indifference and aridity that 1>fiss ~"ionroe wished "to refresh with 
22 Charles Allen, ".American tittle Maguines. I. Poetry. ! r.!~~...! 
~! Yerse, n ~eriean :Pr&!!-~!S, New York, III, November, 1937~ 
2.3 Ho£:f'man, .~_E! r~ttle !!te!1ne, .37-38. 
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the living waters trom a new spring.tt24 The poet's position prior to 1912 was 
clearly not an encouraging OM. Lacking public recogni ticn., the poets 
SU£f'ered a,s a group because they lacked meeting grounds where ideas could be 
treely exchanged and evaluated. B::>th of these ills, Hiss FLonroe hoped, would 
be rectified by an official organ for poets. "The well of American poetry 
seallled to be thinnin.g out and drying' up and the worst of it was that nobody 
seemed to care. Jf25 'l'b.e design of ~oe't!:l was to combat this insidious inertia, 
and to reviVe rmd restore poetry to a dignitied position. 
111. ~ia1 a.speet of Hiss Nom'Oe' s proposed scheme was first in 
the ordel~ of consideration. She knew that if allY degree of stability for the 
.magazine vas to be a:l:.ta.ined it would have to rest on a firm, self ... supporting 
basis. An independent souree of income was absolutely essential if the 
magazj.ne vas to be free troa petti' forms of influence, and Niss Monroe was 
determined to accept no plan which did not assure freedom and security. !he 
was adamant in these requirements, and any plan which offered a precarious or 
temporary solution was rejected as futile. An:r acceptable plan had to insure 
a reasonable period of life for the magazine it it was to perfom the function 
for which it would be established. This financial problem was ,.finally solved 
when Hobart C. Chat£ield.-Taylor, a man of lette!'s and a distinguished 
Chicagoan, suggested that perhaps Hiss HonX'os could secure the subscription at 
one hundred of the city's wealthy Citizens, wbo would guarantee the SUlIl ot 
25 Ibid. 
-
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fifty dollars a year for a period of five years, thus aSsuring the magazine of 
a protected and :tndependent income. Me plan otfered the bast solution in 
that it guaranwed the magazine a reserve ot five thousand dollars a year for 
a period of .five years, and it would effectively' block all forms of outside 
interference. 
Although Henry Honroe had· been dead tor eight years, Harriet still 
retained the f"riEJndabip of ma.n;y of his former business associates, and it was 
to these men that she turned for help. Wh11e many thought the scheme foolisb 
and destined to fail, she never became disheartened nor allowed her enthusiasm 
to wane. Atter aix long months of conatant campaigning, sbe arrived at her 
:lm.mediate goal. 
Of the subscribers Harr:r ilansen has stated that. 
To say that Yd.ss )k>nroe' II first list of gual"antors read like a 
social register would only tell half the stol"YJ the truth was 
that many of these patrons of the arts were artists themselves 
and on4r incidentally members of the first families. 26 
lb.e hope of capturing the support of the wealthy citizens was not tully 
realized, but ber backers proved the better because their interest vas at once 
personal and altruistic. This financial contribution carried no rights. It 
was gratuitously rendered, and it was clearly understood that the subsCription 
to the fund afforded the guarantor no privileges, nor could it be used as a 
weapon of influence in det.erm1.n1ng the policY" of the magazine. 
Once the necessary financial question ha.d been settled, Hiss Honroe 
turned her attention to the poets. Could she gain the enthusiasm. of the poets 
and find the" necessary audience for them? These. and other sucb questions 
occupied ll:iss ~kmr08's attention for the next few months. "lbrough June and 
July of that summer of 1912 I spent m.allY hours at the public library reading 
not only recent books by the better poets, but also all the verse in American 
end English magazines of the previous five years. fl27 !his au.rvey of the most 
recent pcetry afforded. lf1ss l-fonroe a wide selection .from wh1eh to choose her 
poets. From her canprehensive list she sel_ted only those who interested her, 
basing the choice on their past aohievements, and, in the case of young poets, 
on the indication of promise which they displayed. Having compiled this 
selected llit_ shemailedtoeachcand1datea"Poet.sc1rcular. 11 which ex-
p1.a.1ned the motives and aims upon which the magazine was being founded. In 
many cases she included a personal letter, referring individual.ly to a poetls 
HOrk and expressing her desire that he WQuld make an early contribution of 
some of his verses. TIlese letters were sent cut, early in August and Saptember 
of 1912, and within a few weeks t."1e enthusiastic replies came pouring in. Hiss 
Uonrca then knew tha.t her plan was to be succ$Sstul. 
Among the most encouraging letters was Ezra Pound's from England. 
He expressed his disgust at the present state of An'lerican poetry, analysing 
the causes and the effects it vas produCing in the minds of serious poets, 
reproaching the degeneracy or AMerican academic institutions, and otherwise 
expressing his contempt for the intellectual m1l1eu in America, but offering 
Hiss }1onroe friary assistance in her plan to restore poetry to its prcper 
27 Monroe, A. ~ tti'~-, 251. 
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dignity. In response to Hiss Nonroe's request for poetical contributions, 
Pound wrotef "Can you teach the Amerioan poet that poetry !! an sr.'!:' an art 
with a tecr.nique, with media, an art that must be in constant f'lu:x:,a eonetant 
ohange of'manner, if it is to llve?,,28 Pound evidently believed that Poe~ 
cou.ld accomplish a high goal for he offered hisserv1ces as foreign correa .. 
pendent. His offer was eagerly a.ceepted,and with the assistance of Edith 
~v,att and Alice Corbin Henderson as associate editors Hiss Honroe published 
the first issue of !,oe& in October, 1912. 
1950. 
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CHAPTER nl 
THE EDITORIAl. POLICY OF POETRY 
-
. In rereading the back issues ot Poe~ one is immediately impressed 
. 
by the diversity represented in its pages. t,?eE7 has printed poems of almost 
every important poet within the last forty ;years, and this variety and in-
clusiveness re.f'lects an ilItportant aspect of the editorial policy_ Of PoeEzts 
diversity, Horace Gregory has written: "Read swiftly and w:1.thout discrimina-
tion it would seem that the secret of P06:!!l'S editorial selection of verse 
was to have no polley at all. ,,1 This statement is, of course, carefully 
qualitied, but as a. judgment on the magazine •• pol1cy it gives rise to a 
singularly 1mportant questionl was there a concrete policy? Underneath the 
diverSity sanG qual.:it:ring judgment, some principle of selection 1ltUSt have been 
present.. Tbe question admits of DO eafJ'3' answer and perhaps can never be 
answered to the complete satisfaction of aU of roetlJ:ts critics. At any rate, 
part or the answer 1s to be found in Harriet Honroe. 
The. founding and edt ting of ~~e!!'l were very important events in 
JAss Honroets J..ife. Since she never married, all of her energies were 
channeled into her work and for her the operation of Poet.t:y assumed an 
1 "The Unheard ot AdVenture, U ~ American Scholar, It VI, 198. 
)1 
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imPOrtant asP'eet in life. In view of her per80nal interest in her magazine 
it is only to be EOC9ooted that the editorL'l.l policy should reflect the in-
tellectual tempf;1r and tone or its f'ounGsr-ed1tor. She was the dominant figure 
behind the: maga.zine~s policy; neverthGl.ess~ this notion of her position haa 
to be qualified. If' the policy is to be clearly detined, it must not be 
thought of as the product of one ~d. the influence ot Fl&ra Pound, nice 
Corbin Henderson, Eunice Teitjens" and other associates of the magazine ulUst 
be taken into aocount. ~~.$ policy was by and large the prodi.lDtof Barrie 
Honroe, 'but 1 to app lica:tion must not be thought of as being the sole product 
of her mind. The aid and assistance which she received from her associates 
lid ilTf'aluable. and the lUpliDe would have been less distinguished without 
their help. 
When the first issue of roe~ appeared in October, 1912, the 
g:reatn_s that the _guine later achieved was not even remotely anticipated 
by Harriet Monroe. In utablisbing her magazine she was determined that it 
should be both a forceful and an effective tool in stimulating the art ot 
poetry; but the realization that her periodical was to become a central force 
in the formation of It new era in poetry was not part of the plan nor even part 
of the dream. In her Jrlnd tive or ten years vas all she could reasonably hope 
for, but it in the short time allotted to her the magazine could ef'fect1vely 
restore poetry to its posi tionof rightful dignity I then the purposes for 
whioh she tought would haTe been fulfilled. In spite of the fact tr:.at she did 
not teel !,,~e!!l would have a long life, the plans for its struoture could not 
have been lI10re carefully laid. Behind the appearance of the first issue was 
~' ____ --------------------------~~'~~~--'~-'_J_O--W~~~----, 
(, 
a period of wo years of struggle, vigorous personal e§ft'~~mtf 
f;far.ry months before the magazine launched its first issue P''Yiss 11onroo 
knew exactly whnt fom it would takeJ she knew what she wanted to do, and 
actual publication was only a matter ot time after she had onee sent out the 
"poet's oirwlar." But in the interim pla.ns were being made in Roston for a 
periodi.eal quite s1m11nr to the one she had pla,.-med" The ?<?e~ Jo~, as 
Boston .maguine was to be called, would have forced Poe?l to fortei t the c 
to its title it it were to appear prior to Hiss }fonroe's magaz1ne.2 1be title 
which Niss Monroe bad selected was designed to be emphatiC and she was deter ... 
mined not to lose it.' K'no1r.lng that the Boston journal pl.aaned to appear in 
1m_her of that yeaJr, sbe hastily' gathered together the best poems that thus 
far had been received, and by apUl1cation priority of one month she retained 
the right to the title of ?oetg". ! ~.J:P..! of Verse. 
Wore entering into I1X1' detailed discussion of the ad! torial policy' 
ot Poe'!!l as ernmela:ted in the first issue of the magazine, sOlte mention must 
be made of ~!!l:.!' t1rst editorial staff'. file guarantors, as has been noted, 
were ocmpletely autonomous from the group whioh edited and published the 
magu1nfh There were, of course, several exceptions to this general rule, both 
Hen:ry B. Fuller and Hobart Chattield.-Taylor were members of Poet!.Yts first 
2 Monroe, ! ~ett! !pe, 264 • 
.3 A cOl.m'4ent on Poetryts sub-title, ! ~uine or Verse might also 
be appropn'ltel,. mentioned at this point. Exactlf1fi'ien and wy mas Honroe 
selected this sub-title is never explained 1n any ot her writings. If it is 
true that she, realiSed that ~ to be printed would not be poflb.7 but 
merel,y verso, it represents onli' anotfier example of her carefulness in allowil 
for a mar ot error :. 
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s(5visor".r eOfmdttee, 'but as a. group the guara,l'ltors had no voice in the opera-
tion of the magazine's policy nor in influencing the publication of ~ poems. 
!:.c:e~'~ first editorial staff ~ras canposed of Edith tiylatt, as a.dvisory editor 
and Alice Corbin Henderson as the first, a.ssociate edttor. IU.ss Henderson. a 
locally recognized poet and long a close fr-lend of Harrietts. was a woman ot 
keen intellect and sensitive perceptj.on, and the ea.rly- influence 'W'hitch she .... 
erted on the oharacte:r of the magdine vas cOllsiderable.4 This, then, wa.s the 
group whicb 1:1i65 Honroe had gathered about her to help in editing the little 
magazi.ne,. and as the early history ot ~!!!7 proves., her choice of associates 
was an entirely happy one. 
tilth the first· issue of Poe!:!:l Hiss Monroe made the magaaine'$ 
e<1itorial policy clear. In an article printed in the first number, "The Jt!otive 
of the l!agaz1ne, fI a general sta.tement of the ma.guinets policy and aim was 
enunciated .. Ybile unsigned, this artlcle was most probably written by ~:1S8 
HolU'Oe herself sinee it 'bears marked chara.cterl.st1cs of her journalistic style 
The point, however, is minor, and whether or not she actually composed the 
article, it definitely bad her full approval. In conjunction with this artiele, 
there appeared a br1et essay', .lOn the Reading of Poetry," by Edith Wyatt, in 
which she attemptoo to exp1a:ln the propar aesthetic response to poetry as it 
h "W1thout her inf1llence Hiss l1Onroe t s paper might bave been, I 
felt, narrowe~ in its scope and 1eS8 epoch...making in its effect. i., ••• T he 
in:nuence she had on the earl{f course o'fPoe!:7 was decisive,," (John Gould 
Fletcher, We Is ~ {3on& 194.) ~fuCh of the attitude of the magazine towards 
the experimentatiQn in new techniques which was then beginning is due to her. 
ale was more susceptible even tr..an Harriet herself to the possibilities of the 
future." (Eunice Tietjens, Th.! }'Torld At ~ Shoulder, 24.) 
~------------, 
,., 
11~ tel 00 un~sttJod by tbO;~;i~ts (4U~it.cl"'lal t;tQUP., Both of thoso art1cl 
po1JtS in tt ... ~ !{J"v mQ.'lt1lfJ p~{;di;:,lC tb~ fi.%>et t)ub:1cation or i:.~"¥r:b hpnasent 
tbfithNe tlOGt ~~pcrtaut rw\i:ool';:flnts of po"' .. :Lt.y* Cl.lq il (.otail&d ~t1on of 
each C~ co:~lr..ely reveal tl~ ~Gnt3Al 001'0 0: t.~J.r'JL'~ 4Ild1tori.:11. poliC"'J U 
it ~ ~8tood ctKll:>r.llct1o~ tt~U;f:11t;'il4t Lj.,$$ l~f$ long ,~iod as Gdito 
ju.(~ the valU4 of fJJl1' po>:r:tic writ, tb.m thlJ polIition of t£::~L "~:.l,1 fLU,a.. 
~. '.tb.c 1mp11c~tiOl'l$ of t.b. art1(f~ COntilti tuWd by no ~aoo .l flt'mf?lete 
pOotic ~r.n it \RUiJ ~17 8. point of ViGlf, cut ont: whioh ~ eammtifl'l. 
P'cr '~ ~l.n$ pootry WU ill liv:\ng art,1l rtlt~ of Ufe, Qll art w.J.eb 
sprana ~ ~ individual nrl.nd eltlnct G. $~typoo. CCn\l'ent1o,l'all1~'" 
s1V9 d't. CI art. of tradition and nU •• 'lbe ~ idoas 1n liliss~.fr.;att.t. ~ 
ure cont,dmd 1n the tol.l~ par~Pl'l. 
11wt; pEOPle t:,fj not l;!k~ PO';t.."'7 • " f. ~ a 11~ art to 
be mj~ kut ~th __ m eltact ~ to ~ a~d. 
to ~ poetr'1 ~ CQnc~ hQru-ol£ ~. vltll a 1..kdtedtU\lbfJr 
of "ubjeeta to 'be ~ented in a P'l"ede:~ and eorwentienal 
~~ and t01'11l:" '10 GUCh So Nt'Iocim" thQ word 'lonn' l:~ ~11y 
cmly a ~~ted litfa'U7 affect, a.."l<! tnq do not ~ 
iJ;:lat ~ 'tOft\~' l'1ml in ite fmt AI."ld bellt uso ~'1 o:r1t:r.Lnillty, 
eJTJployed not ter the '1},~p(,H::e at fol~ fJ'J'II' rula, 'but. ~IW$) 
it Mid truly "~"lt t.1:l.. ~ti&lt \d._hod to ~prasu. ! a~;:~ ~ 
or ~. J.lC'mCto1woot subject t:U1d tre..'ltr~nt (l~bla in. ~ 
~rs. 13 d1.$ to t..~ bel1etUl..'lt. poG't.r</is tiClrsly a ~ way of 
~t1ni c~ merltm."laus thcu~;it llighty ttCUJa- er.)ncopta of 
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existendb--and not in the least the infinite music o~ words TIleant 
to speak tho Ii ttle ~nd great tongues of the enrtb.;; 
For the magazine, then, poetry was conceived as a living art which had its 
~etus in the conflicts of life. fl'l'he only intolerable condition in aIry' art 
is inactivity, a supine aceepta.nce of the long-accepted tbing_n6 Poet~s 
revolt a.gainst tithe long-accepted thing" had a precedent in earlier literary 
. 
revoltsr just as the Romantics rebelled against which they construed as the 
formal intellectual mono't0n7 embodied in the Neo-Classicists, so !oe!:!"l and 
its policy represented a. rebellion against the traditions ot Victorianism and 
the Genteel ~adi tion ot nineteentb-century' America.. In her essay Nies Wyatt 
envisions poetry as the free and unhindered. expression of the poet, and this 
concept is at the core of t:oe!!lte purpose. r·1iss }1onroe completely concurred 
in this view; she believed that the art of poetry had ceased to be viewed as 
art of living expreSSion, that it had fallen into a state ot limpness and 
conventional rigor. "This vas the condition against which ~oe'!::!:l rebelled in 
1912, to the scandal of the oonservatives.n7 
Tbe second important document in relation to the establishment of 
the editorial policy was trTbe }l-otiVe of the Halr,uille. U In this article Yd.aa 
Honroe expresses the beliet thr.<t no art or interest is too sli~t to have an 
--,-----
5 Edith rlyatt, "On the Reading of Poetry," Poe?7, I, October, 1912, 
6 Harriet r~onroe, ! !?et '8 !4f!, 253. 
7 Harriet Monroe, "'!'be Arrogance ot Youth, ft ~~ XXXV-IT, Yxarch, 
1931, 332. 
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off1ois.l orinn. NveI"lJ little industry a.nd sport requires its offic1.ti 'bra<18 
Ol"ean. '1:he ohieffunetion of such trade org:ms, she writes,is to propagate 
and dissem.in.':.rte ndva.nces and news of any particu1a.r interest; moreover, it 
provides the opportun1 t;y for the iriterested parties to meet and share their 
k:noWledge. The arts have a very special need for ~n official voice of power if 
the ~ist is to t".<lke his righttul .place in the social, scheme. Poetry-, unlike 
other art forms, suffers £rom inattention. While the arts of music, painting, 
and architecture are Vigorously fostered, while great sums of money are given 
annually to the men who compose, paint, or bui.la, poetry is negleoted in a 
world l.fuich has great need for it, in a world whose grea.t deeds might go unre-
corded save for the voice and pen of the poet. 
Poetry, 14iss Monroe complained, has been left to herself and blaJ'led 
for her 1nef'ficiGncy. In this al"tiele Miss Honroe advances the idea (and this 
is a key idea, whioh appears again and again in her editorial artioles) that 
a great ago of poetry 18 itnpossible unless there is a reeiproeal relation be-
tvee:t1tbe artist and his publio. \·athout this activating relationship art is 
like a rose blooming in the desert. 
?oe!::!b she uri tes, is a modest etton to If.';ive the art an offioial 
TOhse~ a ~orner of its own. Poetry's need for an official organ is further 
fortified by the Mt".1ect and 1nd1f'fereno6 which it suffers from tho quality 
magazines_ In this article she further states the firm beliet that an audience 
for poetry exists, tht".lt it will grmT' in numbers, and that as as;ympatbetic 
appreciation tor poetry develops so too will the poets increa.se in power and 
in graoe. 
tt'l"b4 Hotive of the l-1aga.zine fl was a carefully conceived statement of 
principles, and it formed the basic foundation of the periodicalts editorial 
policy. With the passing ot time other statements were issued, c1.ar:tty:tng the 
magazinets position on spee1f'ic ~sues, but, as we shall see, ~~ never 
seriously deViated from its original plans as enunciated in this article. 
Harriet !·fonroe did not particularize. the policy; nevertheless, the general 
implications contained in this essay- were 80 adroitly put that twenty...one 
years atter it had first appeared in the magazine she waS able to state that 
Poe'!?!l had never veered from ita original purposes. 8 
When the idea of publishing a. magazine devoted exclusively to the 
art of poetry was .first releaaea to the publiC, it responded with mixed 
emotions. While l!K.'llne qu.a.rters predicted a. short and unhappy lii'e tor the 
11 ttle ~i.ne, others a.pplauded the· venture with enthusastic approval. In 
spite of the dark doubts expressed by her CritiCS, Harriet firmly believed 
that there ws an audience tor poetry.. "\fe believe tha.t there is a public tor 
poetry, that it nll grow and that as it becomes more numerous and apprecia-
tive the work produced in the art will grow in power, in beauty, in s1gn1t1-
cance. u9 To her it was simply a fallacious argument to say that an audience 
for poetry did not exist. If the audience happened to be a small one at that 
time she was willing to encourage it, hoping th."lt it would increase as more 
and more Significant poetry was written. "In a bu.ge demooracy of our age no 
8 ~!'!l, .lun, October, 1933, 23 ... 24. 
9 "The i'lotive or the }-!agazine," Poet:z, I, 27. 
., 
interest is too slight to haw an organ. Every sport, every little industry 
requires 1. ts own corner , its own voice, that it may find its friend.s, greet 
them, ,welcome tll,em. ttlO "ass Monroe was willing to place her faith in the be ... 
lief that the one necessary thing to stimulate the poets to action was to pro-
vide them with a. place where they would be able to exchange ideas, to feel 
confident in the fact that their efforts were not unnoticed. ttT.b.e present 
venture is a modest effort to give poetr,r her own place, her own voice.-ll 
'lbat the poets needed just Buch an organ as Poet;z was undeniable. 
At that time the quality _gazines were becoming progressively less receptive 
toward the poets. 
Most magazine edt. tors say that there 1s no public tor poetry in 
America; one of them wrote to a y\?ung poet that the verse his 
monthly accepted flllWlt appeal to the barber's wife of the Middle 
West t and others prove their distrust by printing less verse from 
year to year1. and that rarely beyond page...end length and 
1mportance.l~ 
l-tl.ss l-fonroe deplored the quality magazines' attitude toward poetry, and her 
dislike of the treatment which poets received from the commercial editors was 
the cause of two important policy issues. The first, a reaction against the 
qualitY' magazines' use of poems as mere page-end fillers, was to afford ample 
space for longer and more serious poems. "Within space limitations set at 
present by" the small size of our monthly sheaf, we shall be able to print 
10 "The },Yotive of the Magazine, It !'Oe?7, I, 27. 
11 Ibid. 
-
12 Ibid., 28. 
-
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poems longer, and of more intimate and serious character, than the popular 
magazines can afford to use •• 13 This gave Poe!q: an advantage which no other 
magazine was in a po,.ition to offer; and in the years that followed Harriet 
was able to give space to many distinguished long poems which might have gone 
unprinted at that time. 
TIle s800nd feature which lloe!.!'linstituted as a reaction against the 
quality magazines was to pt(Y the poets tor their work. This was, of course, 
not a unique featureJ the qua1ity.maguinea also paid tor the poems which they 
, 
printed, but tithe cheeks whiCh rewarded rare acceptances were absurdly and 
nrlnously small. ,,14 Paying the poets for their work was but one feature of her 
program, but it was intended to serve ma.D1' purposes. She hoped by' this means 
to raise the status of poet;ry to that of the other arts. iMting poetry bad 
never been a lucrative career, and it doubtlessly never will be, but Harriet 
hoped to make it a rewarding one. Her pOSition on this question, moreover, did 
not go without its own TewardJ and the part which f,oe.!:Xl: has played in the ad-
vancement of new wr1 ters is universally recogniaed. 
Whatever the reasons tor their backwardness, few commercial houses 
or magazines of the past thirty years can claim the honor of 
having served the advance guard banner I th9"J' have discovered or 
sponsored only a.bout twenty per cent of the post-1912 w.r1tersJ they 
haTe done nothing to initiate the new literary groups.l' 
13 "The Motive of the Ma.gas1n.e, If PoeB7, I. 28. 
lh Monroe. !. ~et.ts !~fe, 241. 
15 Charles Allen, "The Advance Oua.rd., n Sewanee Revie'!,. tI, 412. 
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Paying the poets was, OM' means of stimu19.ting them to action. "[T]here are 
four motives which inspire literature--aecamplishment of an immediate end, 
self-expression, fame, and money. Sometimes all four combine, but the most 
insistent is the need for money •• 16 Hiss l'ionroe viewed her policy of financial 
eompep.sation not as a need but as a just payment for work. 
Whe..'I'l Hiss l·ionroe foun('}ed bel' l1ttlemagazine she did so with the 
purpose that it was to be the one place where poets might feel free to express 
their thoughts, unha.rnpend by the restrictions of ehaneing tastes or by exist.... 
ing poetic conventions. 
['1'}le most important th1ng, in poetry as in the other arts, is 
not what the poet has to say, but whether, having something to 
say, he can manage to say it with style, magic, beauty, so that the 
world will stop, look, listen-and remember. l 7 
She was prepared to accept ~ poem which could fulfill this promise. And tile 
type of poetry in Vhieh Miss r'lonroe was most interested has been ably stated 
by Harold Nicholson. 
(Tjhe Victorians eared mainll" for applied poetry, for poetry as a 
vehicle, either of instruction or diversion, for poetry either as 
a sermon 'or a novel; we, caring less for the object or even the 
ferm of a peel insist that it shall pgssess an 1absolute' qualitY', 
that it shall be an end unto 1tself.18 
In its context, tl'l1e statement was applied to Tel1f.lYSon, but it also quite apt 
17 Harriet Monroe, "The Voioe and the Singer," Poe~ nIII, 
September, 1928, 331. , .. 
273. 
18 B'.a.rold Nicholson, ~enn~n' !!E!-~~ of His Lif!., IDndon, 1923, 
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distinguishes the intellectual ollma:!:.e of the twentieth oentury from that ot 
, 
the Victorian Age. and i tstrongly emplutsizes the thing in whioh Poetq was 
most interested. '1"h.e quotat ..:wn also has the a.dditional merit of enumerating 
the traditional aesthetic vices a.gainst whioh roetrr rebelled. 
The third c:k'>CI.1ment of importance in relation to the establishment 
of ~e!:!l'~ editorial policy was t~ ~oet's circular,1t whioh Hiss Hcnroe had 
composed and mailed to the selected poets. This oircular was composed prior to 
"The l"lOtiTe of the Magazine, It so that this latter article necessarily repeats 
some of the points maae in the oircular. 
Sinoe the circular vas intended as an appeal to the poets, it 
nat.'\U'a.lly stressed the importance of the poctta position aa it related to the 
suocess of the magas1ne. "The suocess of this first American. effort to en-
coura.ge the production and apprecia.tion of poetry, as the other arts a.rt': .en.. 
couraged, by endowment, nov depends on the poets. ,,19 The circular proceeded 
to EmUlIle'rate the adYantagea whioh the magazine offered to the poat. First and 
foremost, it offered them. "a chance to be heard in their own place, without 
the limitations imposed by the popular magazines. H2O Also Poe~ was prepared 
to pay the poets for their work: this payment was proportional With the cir-
CUlation of the magazines. tfIt, we can raise the rate paid for verse until it 
19 Monroe, A Poetts tite, 2$1. The Upoet'$ circularfl was never 
printed in the magaaiiie, but wiSTntended only for private circula.tion. N'iss 
Monroe first publicly printed it in the pages of her autobiography. 
20 ~., 2$2. 
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equals t}w,t p1.iid for painting, etcbinc;s, staturo:'Y, representing as much 
ability, time ane l"e'l'Jutation, we .shall feel that we have done something to 
make it possi1:l1e tor poets to practice their art and be heard. n2l This was, 
of course, a very noble, if somewhat naive mnbition, ~~d the difficulty of 
attaining a proper perspective of poe~·'e position at that time makes it hard 
to guage. the true justification of P~rletfs aspirations. 
In order that the ef.f'orts of the mar.,azine mi~ht prove s"U.ccesS£ul, 
~iiss Honroo appealed to the poets to sul:mit their best work. 'ihat Poetryt~ 
sympathies were for the work of the literary vanguard was clear, but this 
interest was not an exclusive one, as Nus Honroe pointed out. "We shall read 
with special interest poems ot modern significance, but the most classic sub-
ject will not be declined if it reaches a high standard of qu.a.li ty. u22 The 
magaaine had been coreeived in a spirit of adventure and the ta.ct that it gave 
most of its Sj'Mpathet1e support to modern works was quite natural. It should 
be remembered, moreover, that this spirit was primarily intended to inspire 
the poet to original creation, to acquire confidence in the merit of the new-
ness of their work. In an essay printed in 'Poet:z two ~5 after i is incept! 
Ezra. Pound wrote. 
Now ~..!!:llk'l.s frankly tried to widen the poet fS range, to 
question conventional barriers, whether technical or spiritual, 
inherited from the past, Q.lld to help to bring the modern poet face 
to faee with the modern world. .. have printed not only odes and 
21 t~nroe. A Poet's TAte, 252. 
22 Ibid. 
-
sonnets," blank verse drmnas, and rb:ymed pentameter narratives, 
but imae;istic songs, futuristic fuguos, fantasies in verse libra, 
rbspsodies in polyphonic prose--a.n;y dash for freedom l.t'1ich soCii'iiOd 
to have life in i t--a fervor for movement and the beauty of open 
spacas ... -~en if the goal was Vague and remote, or quite unatta.i.nable 
in the distance.23 
Pound perhaps tends to dramatize the situation, but his words are true to the 
facts. In a backward glance, Frederick Hoftman baa assqed. Po~!:rl.~ attitude 
toward newness and innovation much more soberly. He has said: "One of the 
values o~ ~~~.! early years was its hospitality to and its vigorousde.fense 
of exper:imentalism in verse.,,24 
Miss J.ionroe was inclined to embrace a radical point of view con-
cerning poetry as may be seen £rom ber own poetiCal work and trom various 
statements which she made from time to time in the pages of Poe!!l, but her 
radicalism was always of a very sober sort. The meaning of this statement can 
best be explained by an ca:ample .. liAs part of ..... a movement, EWen the most 
extravagant exper1mcnts, the most radical irInoWations are Valuable, for the 
moJRnt at least, a.s an assault against prejudice. tt25 This is a carefull¥ 
qualified statement. Miss ~fonroe vas cognizant of the transitory value of ex-
treme radicaliam, but she was also aware of the fact th8,t an,ythine which par-
took of EIllC'tl'emeness was essentially unworthy as art. 1he point is important as 
23 &va Pound, "Give H:i.li'l Room," Poe!:!:l" VI, "Iq. 1915, 83. 
24 Ibftm.~, file, i'4.ttle, I{a~in..!t 18. 
25 Harriet Nonroe and Altce Corbin. HeMer8Oft$ eda., The New Poet:z, 
n_ York, 1917, ld.1. This anthology-has hAd two reviaion8 and 1iU been re-
pl--lIlted ;fourleentimes; the last in 1944. 
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.ri1ss }\loro.roets attitude later was opposed by Fl.4ra Pound's point ot view. As 
might be expected, while Harriet Honroe admitted the mer! t of Pound. e radical 
iern she never endorsed it vith her full sympathy. For her, the arch enemy of 
poetry was complacency; but the solution to the problem of poetical inaction 
wu not extreme radicali.. This issue will be discussed in more detail in a 
subsequent part of this chapter. At, this point it is sufficient to quote 
H..lU'riet t IS comments on what she called .colonialism." 
The most dar~r0U8 enemy ot this spirit the spirt t ot advezlture 
and originality is seU"-d:l.strust--a certain colonialism which 
leans upon London, Paris, New York, thus bidding our artists 
1mitate instead of create, or ~llng them instead ot keeping them 
at home. E9'eryart1etic venture contronta the benumbing influence 
ot this en~J meets the facile temptation to become itself 
0010n1al.26 
?oe!!I vas designed. to stbtulate the poet, to give h1m purpose and 
direction. Miss Monroe expressed the belief "that a great period, in any de-
pa.rtm.ent of human actiVity, comes only when a strong and wide spread creative 
impulse meets an equal 1mpulse of sympathy. ,,27 This concept ahmys annoyed 
Ezra. Pound: he maintained that the truly great poet needs no such sympathy. 
"'!he artist is not dependent upon the multitude of his listeners.n28 In spite 
of Pound's opposition to this idea, Harriet always ~inta.ined that there had 
to be mutual sympathy between the artist and his audiences one of the purposes 
28 Monroe, ! Poet It? Lite, 365. 
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of Poe~ was*' to create this mutual understanding • .And in her wide and Varied 
reading of contemporary verse at that time she perceived nh1nts of .f'res}mess" 
in the new poetry. Harriet hoped to "find and follow theae traces of a new 
vitality in the art. u29 Poe1?!'ll its policy and its prizes, was designed to 
stimulate the poet, to extend to h:iJn the mutual sympathy whieh she believed 
be so necessary for the creation of .any art. 
Another btportant feature ot f~etIz., plans was to revive and edu-
cate an audience tor poetry. To create the proper relationship between the 
poet and his audience was, and always has been, one of Poe~' s important 
.f'unctionsjO "Poetry may- be conceived in solitude, but it must be born into the 
peopled world, tor it is essentially a social, almost a convivial art. u30 It 
was one of Hiss !{onroe's chief hopes tha.t ?oe't!"l would "develop for this art 
a responsive public ... )l She further emphasized her desire for and the need of 
such a sympathetic audience by inscribing the Whitman motto-"to have great 
poets thore must be a great audience tooft ... ...on Poe~ cover. If, in the words 
of E. }'I. Forster, the audience would "only connect" the relationship of their 
poSition with the inspiration of the PO<at, the purpose of ~J:!l vould be 
partially· fulfilled. Hiss }ionroe was never concerned with the size of an 
audience, she never hoped. to bring poetry to the masses. If the magazine could 
acquire an intelligent, sensitive, and discriminating following, its purpose 
29 Nonroe, !.!.~ Id.£..J; 250. 
30 Ha:rriet Nonroe, uT'"renty .. One," Poe:!!!'.l, ILIII, October, 1933, 3. 
31 }tolll"Oe, ! Poet 's !~ 252. 
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would be aeh1eved.32 
In the upoet's circular, It Niss i'lonroe a.ttempted to enumerate the 
. ac...vantagea which a. rna.gazine like ?oe~ 'WOuld have for the poets; the oir-
cular was a personal appea.l, designed to stimulate the 1ntei'ast of the poet, 
but it was more t~ just that. it was also a sound stat.ement of principles--
principles which she incorporated 1l,lto the Q£.ticial policy o£ the magazine. 
ff A kind of declaration of pr:';.nciples and purposes was this circular J and on 
the whole ve think our worst enerq would aan1t that the magazine has lived up 
to it.-33 
.In closing this discussion of Poe~~ editorial policy as stated· 
in the first issue of the l'I1.8.guine, some mention must be made of the future 
plans which Hiss lJ.onroe had for the magazine. The chlet reason why a number of 
these points were nqt explicitly made part of the policy at the time of its 
inception was that; in the question of prizes, the necessa.ry- funds were not 
forthcOEing. To reward the poets who had achieved excellence.in their work had 
alv~ been part of t-%l.ss lklnroe'S plan. fAter, wben grants of money had been 
given to the magazine for its a.nnus.l prizes, a. system of awarding several 
prizes yearly was instituted. Another feat'Ul"e of the policy which bad not been 
32 It is interesting to note in relation to this question of the 
size of p~, s a.udience that Niss Monroe anticipated amueh larger subscrip-
tion list was ever realized; she hoped that the number would reach ten 
tr.oU1Jalld, but it never did. For m8l'.l1' years the subscription list numbered a 
bare three thousand, and today it :remains at almost the same .figure. 
33 Harriet Nonroe, ·These Five Years, ff foe:t!z, XI, C-ctober, 1917, 38. I:' I 
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made clear in "'the first issue was a system of turning the magazine's faeilitie 
over to a special group 01" to schools of poetry in order that they might have 
t~1I.;:ir work represented in the pages of !:oeEz. As will be <iiseussed later, 
this scheme aroused deep resentment and JaarSh cri ticia from Esra Pound; but 
it had never been }lass Monroe fa intention that the magazine should eYer become 
the tool of a.ny specialized group, representing only a small facet of the poe 
%'7f which was being written at that time. 
?~?7 vas not founded on any t~leory of poetry nor did it ever 
foster any school of noetry. "Harriet Honroe had few pretensions as a critic, 
and throughout her ill. sbe held an attitude of sharp distrust toward painters 
who talked too much about their art and poets who had too 'f!1tW¥ theories con-
cerning poetry' ... 34 She made no pretense o£ being an erudite critic of art, 
the tact that she nover identified either herself or the maguine 'With any 
aehool of poetry was an unusual post tion. Being a mature W'OIllml of fifty two 
when roet:!l was launched, she never suffered, as did Margaret Anderson of ~ 
l!!.'t~ Rerl.e:w, from erratic spells of enthusiaSll. "Margaret was volatile, \Ulooo 
pred1etable, brilliantly ima.ginative, :iJnpatierrt, stubborn. Barnet was mature, 
serene, intelligent, ancl detemined.,,35 SUeh qualities of character as Alsen 
Smith enumerates were so much a part of Hiss Honroe t s personal1 ty that their 
imprint vas firmly staraped on the character of the maaas1ne. Of prime 
1900 
'I, l.O 34 Horace GreFry .. F
6
· ~ Zaturenska, ! ~s~ ~. ~!!!~ ~o~~ 
__ " ':"72Li~ New York, 1942, ..J..I4 • 
35 Alsonr:ftith, £h!ca~!.! ~ Bank, 22. 
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imPOrtance to" the survival of peetq was this Quality of stability, which had 
its source in the strength of Hiss Nonroe. 
In his chapter on the h1stor-.f of Chicago fS little magazines, Alson 
Srr.1th has said of them that It [g] enerally, they are the reflection ot a. single 
36 personality, and always they are h1.~ controversial.- The applicability 
of this statement is il'llmediately seen to be true in the case of .Margaret 
Anderson and 2!!! tittle ~w, but it is also true, if' to a lesser degree, 
of Poe~ and 1. ts founder-editor. Unlike the editor of .!!! :!i1~~l:!.1!!!!..~ 
Harriet was never the kind of person to become enthusiastically' enraptured by' 
anyt.hing; all of her actions were motiva.ted b.Y more stable standards. Alsen 
3mi th has carefully contrasted the personalities of these two eminent editors 
and h& shows the reflection of their characters to have been strongly imprin 
ad on the kind and quality of their respective maga.eines. An example can best 
illustrate this difference: whereas Margaret Anderson printed James Joyce fS 
!!9!.8es37 and suffered a lawsuit because of it, Harriet would never have pub-
lished the work. First, she would have thought it obscene, and second, quite 
unintelligible. 
In attempting to analyze .the edi toria\ policy or ~~..,l subsequent 
36 Smith, Qh~cago's' ~ !!~ 21. 
37 The TAttle Re'I1ew vas the first to print Joycets great work in 
this country, rut-severallssues of the magazine ware suppressed and the 
~ tors were served with papers by the SoCiety for the Suppression of Vice. A 
famous lawsuit a.nd a more famous law decision were the result. In respect to 
this case, it can be said that both Margaret Anderson and Jane Heap (co-edi-
tor) championed the cause of intellectual freedom. 
II 
to that annoubced in the first issue, it is impossible to approach the ques-
tion from a chronological point of view .. In many respects, as the author hope 
to show in the following pages, the pelicy vas determined directly by ~1iss 
Monroe's attitudes towards certain aspects of poetry; hence a difference orde 
has been imposed.. 1Mle a chronicle presents an already existing and natural 
order, it would in this case result ,in a sporadic impression of ?oe~ 
policy. 'Ihe writer has tried to isolate the important ideas which constituted 
tha.t policy and to relate the va.rious pronouncements pertaining to these eon-
cepts. Thus a clearer picture of !t::8Y!l'! editorial attitude toward ambiguity 
and obseurlty can be attained it the reader is able to sce the related pro..;. 
nouncements on this issue. 
At the beginning ot this chapter, the diversity represented in 
Poetry'!, pages was discussed and the question of whether or not F.get!7 had a 
ooncrete policy was asked. When Horaoe Gregory wrote that the secret of 
!oet!7f~selection of verse seemed not to be dependel1t on any discernible 
principles he was questioning not only the concreteness of the polioy but also 
its basic liberalism. Was the magazine's policy broad and inclusive? The an-
SWer to this question is a quaillied yes. That ~oe~ was to supnort a broad 
and inolusive policy was an early .recognized tact in its history. ftEeleeti_ 
oiem was the vary ille of the magazine and within it one may.find the evidence 
of Hiss }ionroe' soul tunl beri tage. ,,38 And on the same point Pound has 
writtelU "An "exclusive editorial policy would not have done the work of an 
inclusive pollcy •••• It is to Hiss Honroe IS credit that r,oet:z never de-
generated into a factional organ. 1f,;9 Allot these statements concerning 
!:oe~J! liberalism are applicable only in the general senae; on the whole, 
the,- repreSE,lnt the true spu'it of ~eSlts policy, but being generalities 
they do not take eOgll..izance of the Violations of !,?s!£y:'!' declared liberal 
spirit and the fact that the magazine did not always live up to its own ideal 
That Hiss z.ionroe was truly liberal in spirit there seems to be 
little argument among her critics. ¥1'hen she founded L~ it was with the 
spirit of liberalism and a wUlingness to assay both sides of a question. And 
on this trait of her character, Pound has paid her the finest tribute: 
[Tj he elasticity of her perceptions and the freshne$$ of her 
interests were those of a great editor, and as no one more acri-
moniously di.ffered. with her in point of view than I d1f1. so, I 
think, no one is better able to testify to her unfailing sin. 
cerlty, to the unfailing purity of her intentions.40 
It was ttthe freshness of her interests" that gave the magazine its quality of 
diversity. This inclusiveness VatS intended trom the first, and in the second 
issue of toe~ an editorial article. "The Open 1»01', fl stated the 'basic 
liberalism of Poetg. 
The Open 1001" will be the policy ot this magazine--may the 
great poet we are looking tor neTer find it shut, or half-shut, 
against his ample genius! To thu end the editors hO'pe to keep 
tree ot entangling all1anoes with any single class or school. They 
desire to print the best English Verse which is being written 
39 mara Pound, '"Vale, fJ fo~ XtIX, Iecember, 1936, 137. 
40 Ibid. 
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today, reg'ard.ess of where, b'{ whom or under whe.t theory of art it 
is written. Nor will the magazine promise to limit its editorial 
comments to one set ot opinions.hl 
The fact that !:oe!-!l did not become a factional organ, as Pound has expressed 
it, was due mainly to the influence of Hiss ronroe; she believed th~lt the 
growth and development of genius could never be an isolated process, and had 
II the maf:~zine restricted itself to a limited field of endeavor the chance of II 
1,1 
discover1ng the great poets would bemin1miZed. "The pasterpiece is alvays a II 
:rarity, and it blooms not in a desert, but in the midst of lesser growth. ff42 
In its search tor the great poets the magazine printed a good d.eal of "les.1" 
growth, It ano this quite natura.lly created controversy" But Eisa l'ionroe h2.d a 
tJ~eory on this, too. "Controversy, n she wrote, "is good for the soul, and the 
magazine which expresses but one opinion is doomed .... 43 
Tbe comments which have been written on !o~t!7t s eclecticism are all 
interesting and rev_ling as en ticisnl. If the magazine did not always achieve 
the ideal which it had set for itself, if' it vas not as eclectic as it rraght 
have been, its policy lfas always extremely sineere.hlt. Harriet herself had the 
feeling that the m.agazine did not always prot'uce the best work. It}Io doubt, It she 
wrote, "we have compromised, we have followed ftllse godn, we have kept our eyes 
on the ground, and have strayed into narrow places, anf] been contented with 
41 "The Opell Door," Poetry, I, November, 1912, 64. 
42 Harriet Honroe, ft'l'he New Beauty, tf !:08?7, II, April, 1913, 24. 
43 Harriet Monroe, "The Audience, It ~~ V, October, 1914. 31. 
44 Jess~a Nelson North in a personal interview. 
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little. n45 On t.he whole, however, Hiss Lonroe thoug11t that the magazine had 
achieved a goot: record for pr"...nting the best that was being written at that 
time. In the early years, nevertheless, the critics were severe with the new 
little magazine. 'l'he conservative E!!! once criticized Poet:z's early efforts 
as follows. "The quest bas seeminglT been for the bisarre, for the astonishing, 
for the novelty for novelty's sake, even for the shocking •••• The editor toe 
seloom allows a number to go out without cont.ain1ng her own verses. n46 Perhaps 
what SMmS mildly different today was shocking to the conservative mind in 
1913. But the criticism which best exprosses ~~ pOSition on the point of' 
liberalism bas been made by ~lorton D. Zabel. He writes. 
It has been satel,y eclectic because it 'WaS stably personal, it has 
been sanely cosmopolitan because it has been so honestly native. 
It, in this adaptability to the conditions and contusions ot one 
of poetr.yts most baffling periods, it has sometimes fallen in 
grace, i.t has never lost its sense of tradition, of standar<:lB, and 
authority.47 
Strong emphasis should be placed on the phrases "safely eclectic" and "stably 
personal tI tor they are the keynotes to the magazine t S success during Miss 
Monroe t e period of edi torsb1p" 
It is impossible to :make a general statement concerning Poetry-Is 
- -
policy of accepting poems without restriction as to their form or content" 
While the magazine was always willing to accept poems of high quality, certain 
371. 
162. 
45 Harriet }1onroe, "Our Birthday," Poet!:b VII, October, 1915, 31" 
461!lilliam Rice, n.r8. Pound and Poetry," ~ .1.!!!, Y..IV, May, 1913, 
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restrictions were inevitable. ThesestrictUl"eS were 1)ot part of' the policy as 
deClared in the first issue; they came into baing only as certain problems 
arose which seemed, to F.a:rriet. to be carryiIlg modern poetry away from the 1m-
portant issues of the art. Another difficulty in assaying Poe't!Y.'s liooralism 
in regard to this problem is the fact that there is 00 opportunity to see and 
judge the poems which Poetrl rejected. as unsuitable for the Inagaz3.neJ in order 
to make some judt'!'lent on the extant of .Poetrll.,! llberaJ.ism of form and content 
it is necessary to turn to the pr...nted pooms, the editorial comments on this 
subject, and to the statements of two of roet.:;yt.s former associates. 
In the frpoet fs cirou.lar, n 'Hiss Louroe wl'Ot.et n'i{e promise to refuse 
nothitlg because it is too good, whatever be the natW:'e of its ~el1ence. We 
shall read with special interest poems of modern significance, but the most 
c1as.sic subject will not be dec lined if it reaches a high atandal'd of quality 
While Poe& militated against the evils of tradition, it also recogrdzed the 
value of trusting to tradition and the r:18.gazine was never against traditional 
poems Eer !!* "1'he great poete of today do not discard kadi tion because they 
follow the speech of to<!ay rather than that of Shakespeare's time, or strive 
tor organic rllytbm rather than use a mold which has been perfected by others. It 
Following the lines set down by the poets of the earlier centu:d .. e8 was 1:1l'lin-
spiring and imitative; the important thing to he learned from tradition vas no 
48 HoIU'Oe, !:. foetI!! Life, 252. 
49 Ibld. 
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rules of prosod;y" but the basic ideas of lile. or the nlOvel"n poets, !~iss Honroe 
has said. "On the contral'l, they follow the great tradition ~1en they seck a 
ve..."1.icle suited to their own epoch and their own creative need, ana resolutely 
rejoct all others. ,,50 
'fuat the magazine's policy ~ms extremely liberal 1.'1 respect to poet! .. 
cal .form there is no question as a cursory exam.ination of rock issues of the 
magazine will prove. ?oetq'!. liberal attitude toward fom; of course, engen-
dered scme of the magazine's most stimulatiltg controversiest the attacks on thE! 
free-verse movement which Po!:~ championei: as a neW" development in poetical 
freedom were incited by its liberalism toward poetical fom .. Indeed; the Most 
condemnator;y criticism leveled aga.iIl8t Poe;t'£Z centered around this issue. t'lHost 
critics, It Harriet once 'WrOte, Ifg1at used to cne kind of f:lOvomontj the wave as 
it recedes, leaves them high and cry-oo, high .:l.ot: very da..rnP1 the next wave 
bowls them over, and gets into their eyes and ear~. ,,51 If the :magazine was 
liberal in allOwing every peetic fQrm to prove itsiclorth in the arena of public 
opirlion, this policy YU due to the editors' firm conviction that diversity of 
presentation was the core and life of the magazine41 And if, at tines, the publ!:: 
disagreed with the ma~inets estimate of the pooms which it printed.; Harriet 
considered that to te a good sign.; .tIf one is going to print opinions that the 
public a.lready agrees with, what is the use of printing rem at all? rood art 
c.anft possibly be palatable all at 0000. 1152 While Pound's statement vas not 
50 Monroe, ! Poetts .L1te~ 252. 
210. 
$1 JIarrlet Honroe, "The Procession Haves," Poetrz, X:U, A.ugust, 1921, 
52 t.l'he Letter~ of !!!! Pound, 19~-1941, 12. 
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uaa,c:.:.a with dil'oot relation to the issue of freedom of form, it most certainly 
epitomizes the l!,,E,g<lzinc's f,reneral n.ttitudc tov;r.r~rd the public and its opinion. 
Ii' Poe~ were to confine itseu to the long res:)cctcd .mc~ established meters, 
its function as a. stimulus to innova.tions and craative oric;1.nality would cease 
to exist. 
'lhat I-'Oetrl aspired to be unprejudioed and impersonal' in regard to 
the intellectual con·tent of the poens subnitted to the ~llaga.z1na for publication 
waS part or its origi.nal'pollc-J. liThe editol'"'8," Harriet wrote in one of her 
editorial articles, 11desire to print the best Ji)lglish verse which is being 
written today, regardless of where, by whom, and un~er -w'hat UleOI'"J of art it 
is wrttten .. 1153 while the magazine was dedicated to free thought in policy its 
practic~ and tt.~ecry did not always hSl'Jllonise. 1:fuetbar this situation still 
continues today is t-eyondthe scope of tl-..is paper, but ll."lder the leadership ot 
Hiss Honroe t.he poet did not a.lways have the intellectunl freedom 1iihich Poetry!. 
original policy indica:ted. uThere was little eoo'U.;;:;h quarrel with Harriet Hon-
roe. except on the grourids tha.t her editorial scrutiny had been at t:L."neB a bit 
austere and that she somet:Lrr.es interfered with the poet's right to Igbsolute 
fraadom' of express1on.u54 Her dislike of certain attitudes and philosophies 
of life undoubtedly preventGd her .from accepting the works of SOf:l0 poets who 
expressed these beliefs in their TtlOrk. This is partieu1~.rly true of the pro-
lets.nan poets of the early 'lbirties. ftThe tproletarian I poetry of the thirties 
53 II The Open roor, n Poe!:q, I. Novanber, 1912. t4. 
$4 F.ottman, !!!! I.ittl~ l~!iazin~..t 20. 
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was sometimes published in the magazi:ne, but to a considerable extent so was 
much lyric poetry of a tsofter' strain. I was quite out of sympathy with the 
l'1ar.X1a.n poets and so was Harriet. u55 
It was during the late period of Hiss Honroefs editorship that she 
was looked upon, in many quarters, not as a rebel as much as a conservative.,6 
Some of ?,oe:!'!Zts critics thought that the magazine had changed factions and 
had veered over to a more conseX"tative position in the Thirties anel to a cer-
tain extent this view is not incorrect. Since Harriet was out ofs;ympatby with 
the Marxian or class...consc1ous poets who were then prominent, she rarely prin 
ad their work. The other poets wbo were coming into the public eye at that 
time al80 displeased her; such new poete u Hart Crane, Allen Tate, lY"or 
Winters, Willi_ ~lrlos Williams, Iaura. Riding, and others who followed the 
lead of some of these, were a group f~ whom. she felt little reverence.57 Of 
course, Poet!I printed these poets, as Harriet always felt that they were 
serious in their work, and no matter hov heartily she disagreed with their 
philosophy or cra.f'tsrumship~ sbe believed that they should not be denied the 
opportunity to be hearo.:58 
Many ·0£ Poe!ry's early critios pronounced it a "bold, shooking, and 
irreverent" periodical, but if to be new and different is "bold. shocking, and 
35-36. 
55 Istter from Jeasica Nelson North to the author, FebI'u..·u:,y 15, 1953. 
56 Allen, "American I.d.ttle Magazines, tt Am,!l'ical.! Prefa=!!1 III, 32. 
57 Harriet Monroe, "Looking Backward, \I Poet!21 XXXIII, October, 1928, 
58 Jessica Nelson North in a personal interview. 
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irl'eVerent," the magazine certainly lived up to this charge. In the first boun 
volume ·of Poetry the names of suob poets as Pound, Yeats, U.D., Rabindranath 
Tagore, and Lindsay, proclaim. the a.rrival of a new and different poetry, and 
while in its early years the magazi.ne might have outrar-ed the sensibilities of 
the cnnsel'Vativea, it vas always restrained and prudent in the type of verse 
whioh it printed. 'l'.b.e _ga,ztu's polieyof intellectual freedom was also a 
prudent one; Miss Honroe knew the limits of propriety and she carefully oh.. 
serYed them, much to the annoyance of »Ira Pound. She def1ni tell' did not want 
the magdine to develop into a factional organ dominated by any group regard-
less of its merl. ts. '!be tact tha.t she held to a middle course and maintained 
so prudent a poliey was a Tery definite adv'antage; and if at times the magazine 
missed a good work, she still believed that she vas directing Poet!Z in the 
best interests of the a.rt. Indeed. Pound could afford to be derisive in his 
opposition, but had !-tiss HOnl"08 bowed to his jud@nent the magasine would have 
lost its distinctive oharacter-and its purpose. "If Pound had been allowed to 
rQD. the magazine at that time we would undoubtedly have had another Crt ter1on, 
exclusive, esoterio, and erudite. ,,59 There 1s, of course, a need and a place 
for a. periodical like ~ Cr1.teri?!l .. but such a Magazine must necessarily 
appeal to a limited audience. Had ~!!!z accepted Poundts advice, the result 
would have been twofolc:h they would ha.ve lost. their audience a.nd gained the 
respect of the more advaneed critics. "Harriet was definitely against losing 
-... --~-.-----
59 tetter. fl'tlm Jessica I_leon North to the author, Febru.a.I7 15, 1953. 
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bring the blu§h. to the cheek of a deaf :mm."~ ftwriting on the walls" or ob-
scenities were flatly rejected. by the magaZine; hOIrever, there were all shades 
of indece~ie;s £ ar l-l'iss Honroe, and her choice of such words as frank and ris-
que are quite accurate in describing the things to which she objected. Poetry'2 
strictures en tb:ls matter were by no means confined to Pound's work; there wr. 
many other )'t>UIlg poets whose works ~re rejected because they displayed the 
ado lescent tendency to sheck their audience. 1:be early poems of F... E. CUmmings 
are an exa.m.ple of this tendency. But the issue ot respectability, moreover, luu 
wider ramifications I as part of a. $8t policy it was the most pru.ciential. course 
to follow. Harriet had no desire to chantpj.OJl the course of intellectual tree-
dom to the point where the poet would be allowed to write and print anything 
and eYe:ryt.hing, and she had no intention of embroiling her lIUlguine in a cause 
of doubVul merit. 
Rarr.l.et NOIll"Oe has been pra1sed as -perhaps the least prejudiced and 
biased of editors, and if th0se commendations are understood in the COMparative 
sense they are quite true. She was, however, not without some strong feelings 
on certain issues. That she 8.dm1red poetry which expressed the imm.ensity and 
lribrant lite of modern culture was surelY' not a. limitation; and, as a matter o! 
~aet, her optimistic philosophy of world progress wa.s the foundation for her 
~ee1ines toward some modern poets. But this unbounded optimism engendered in 
ber an acute dislike for its oppos1te~pessimism or defeatism. Harriet could 
r 
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neVer tolerati a defeatist attitude.6$ While Poe?7 was dedicated to express 
aU intellectual attitudes, it waS never, ~t least under Uiss Honroe's editor-
ship, whelly sympathetic toward certain poets.66 Horace Gregory has made a most 
interesting observation on Hiss :f<lonroe t s attitude towards moral decay and de-
jection or defeatism. 
To Harriet l.ifonroe there was no lack of consistency in publish-
the work of poets whose taste and intenticns seemed at a tar dis-
tance f':rom ber own; she had the eoul'age to publish the poetry or 
many vri ters long before it had become fashionable to do so, and 
with this la'J.owledge and assurance, she continued to edit ~f!!~ 
up to the date of her death in 1936. }'teanwbile the early iiijiUlSes 
and enthusiasms that had attended the founding of her magazine had 
began to ohange tl1.ell" temper soon atter the close of the First 
World \-lTar. It would not be too far-fetched to say that the "poetic 
renaissance· came to a tinal conclusion with the publication of 
T. S. Eliot's poem, ''lbe \lute I.and,' in the rioy_ber, 1922, issue 
of 1be llLal. J'rom that moment Omlar<l, Harriet Honroe' s position 
see.med torepresent all the fervor, the var.rnth, the native quhk-
nes.8, and innooence that defined the ho~tul attitudes of ltIiddle 
i_tern America before the war, and readers of 'The lfaste Land' 
became aware ef something from another world than that of the 'newt 
poetry of which Hiss }·lonroe was so ardent a. ehantpion. 'lbe unrest 
and the spirt tual malady that had. become prevalent in the large 
oities of Europe and ot the United states s~d to speak out in 
voices 80 disturbing that 1 t was no longer possible to ignore them, 
and another gay beyond the period of the 'poetic renaissance' had 
. well begun. 61 
Poetry"" was never able to re-create those actting days of its earlyex:1stence--
the days ot d!sconring people like, say, Vachel Lindsay er Carl Sa.nd1:Jurg. The 
65 Marion Streibel in a persenal inte1"V'1ew. 
66 It is interesting to note in relation to this attitude or Hiss 
Honroe's, that ~~~tl7 never printed a single poem by ai thaI" Thomu Hardy or 
A.IS.Housman, al~ both men lived and wrote for many years after its found-
ing. 
61 Gregory" ! H1stoq !!! American Poet.::z, 14&41. 
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intellectual milieu had, indeed, changed, and every serious critic of roe~ 
"ill admit that the magazine suffered because of it~ Miss Monroe was aware of 
the change in the literary climate and in Eliot's poem. she sensed portentous 
signs of poetry's future. In one of her editorial articles she wrote: 
I have spoken of Eliot's waste Land, which gives a vivid suggestion 
of the whole vast modern ra:orIc crashing down in ruinous chaos; 
and there are many other poems tfhich present or imply or prophesy 
failure or spl1ritua.l disaster in the modern scheme. In other words, 
the poets have preferred weaknes. to strewgth. T.4ben miP,hty deeds 
are being cione, they follOW' 1ma.ginatively not the hero who is doing 
but the ~derdog, be he labor-slave or highbrow, who is crushed 
by them. 
Eliot's great poem, of course, influenced many of the new poets who were com-
ing to the fore in the years which followed the publ1cation of Tb,! !Y~ Lano; 
and for some time rpe:trl continued to receive poems imitative of Eliot's poem.. 
Dejected young men were writing about "rats and bones and crawling things" 
without understanding the basic integration with which they were utilized in 
~ waste ~n2.. $ Harriet's attitude toward the new poetry which dErreloped 
from the poses of spiritual disintegration was naturally hostile; her person.-
ality rebelled against the work of these defeatists. And what Horace Gregory 
bas said of roetrzts changed temper is true to a certain extent; it is quite 
reasonable that the magazine should reflect the new intellectual clwte, that 
is, that Poe!!litsel£ should have lapsed into a period of fallowness. From 
what has been said concerning Miss !-1onroe t s Views on defeatism, it would be 
&} Statement of ·Jessica Nelson North in a personal interview. 
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'W%'ong to conclude that; the magazine restricted itself only to poems wh1ehre-
nected the world in a rosy light; the issues were not so sharply drawn and 
all shades and complexions of both religious and political philosophies are to 
found in Poetry'! pages. It little mattered what the pOlitical complexion or 
religious belief of a poet vas; if he could give voice to that idea with style, 
70 delicacY', subtlety, and grace, )'1is8 )i1enroe would a.ccept the work. 
It was d1f'f1cult to logically separate and categorize the basic 
ideas which formed ~e&'! policy for both the causes and effects are inter ... 
woven to form a complex fabric of motives. To discuss the magazine's polley on 
the form and content of the poems which it accepted, it is necessary to includE 
all of the relevant material relating to this specific issue. To attempt to 
separate this point from a consideration of the poetical technique produces an 
unfair impression of the process which ro~ followed in analYzing" parti-
cular po •• Poe:t!7 had one tAtst' which the editors applied to a poem, but the 
test was a maze of factors. 
The one test of acceptance tor any poem to be printed in ~oe:t:!Z v_ 
the quality of the work. "'lbe test, limited by ever-fallible human judgment, is 
to be quality alone; all torms, whether narrative, dramatic or lyric, will be 
acceptable." 71 As the decisive test, Miss Monroe could not ban selected a mon 
nebulous word than quality; and the exact meaning which she attached to it is 
both va.gue and equivocal, but it would be an error to suppose that there was 
10 statement of Marion Strobel in a personal interview. 
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not a more concrete guide for judging a poem. The process of judging a poem. 
'iMJ' haVe changed from time to time, depending upon the various critics, but the 
result was consistent, that is, the magazine consistently maintained a high 
standard of crt ticism and it did print poems of quail ty. 
Miss YlOnI'Oe was the final judge of what the magazine would print. As 
a critic of poetry}f1ss Monroe had one weak spot: she liked narrative works 
and at times she would acoept them above bettor poems of a. different type.12 
She was, howeVer, rarely the first-reader of the incoming l!l8nU8cripts; she 
usually assigned this tl!5k to the associate editors. The ftrst-readi.ng was to 
a large extent the most important. The task of being the first-reader was enor-
mously difficult and exhausting. Regarding 1ncom1ng :m.a.nuscripts Miss 'tbrth has 
wr1ttenl "We can aceept twent:r-1'ive po_s a. month; we receive five thousand.,,13 
Needless to say, Miss Monroe alwa.ys selec1ied the most. discr:Lmin-::ting of her 
associates for the position of first-reader; the person chosen tor the task had 
to be mature, alert, and tlIensit1ve, and had to be able to m.a1ntain a sharp 
sense of criticism arter extended periods of time. 'lbe first-reader was respon-
sible tor el:im1nating all the po_s which were trite and banal :1D thought, and 
all of the poems which were poorly executed in technique. Had tl:-.e process been 
one merely of eUm:tna.t1on, the first-reader.s task would have been greatly sim-
plified, but it was more than just lIOrt1Jlg the wheat from the ohaf't. Up to a 
12 Statement of Jessica Nelson North in a personal interview. 
2'1.4. 
13 J. N. It>rtb, 1t00nvention and Revolt, It Poe!!7, mIV, July, 1929, 
certain point it was not too difficult to elitlinate the good from the bad,' but 
once that had been done there still remained a large number of very good poems; 
and it was this group which gave the most trouble. "It is here that the per-
sonal prejudices of the ed! tors are most likely to make the decision. n740nee 
the .first-reader had selected the best poems, sbe sullnitted them to lIiss H(mroe 
for ber final decision. Harriet would· often show these poems to numerous other 
people for their criticism betore she ostensibly rendered her final judgment. 
~!1ss North relates an amusing story concerning this point: when Harriet would 
show a poem to a visitor tor his judgment, she would haVe already made her own 
decision on the work and she rarely', 1£ ever, changed her mind regardless of 
what was said about the poem. Harriet was primarily interested in the visitor's 
reaction to tlle poem; bence, whatever was said eitbElr in favor or discredit of 
the poem made no real difference. otten too there was intra-office dissension 
OVer the merits of a partiCular poem, but Jl.1iss Monroe's decision vas uSlL"tlly 
tinal. 
The process ot selection was subjective to some extent anci dependent 
on the taste of the editors. It ?.oe~ts standard ult:bnately rested on the 
variable quality of taste, it Always produoed remarkable reSQlts in seleoting 
and printing only works of high quality. n Harriet had put her trust in the 
resources ot her own imarination and intuition, and since she also possessed 
the gift of O'Dr!tQn sensc--that rarest of all human senses--she made few 
2Jls. 
74 J. N. North, nConvention and Revolt," Poet:7, XXXIV, July, 1929, 
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miStakes in t~H.llg or in judgment.tt75 !~e:!?:Z generally maintained a high 
standard of criticism, and, if at times the magazine failed to achieve the 
high quality of its own ideal, the sincerity and honesty of its editors can 
never be doubted. As editor Miss Honroe did not feel that she was choosing 
poems for all time; she looked upon Poe!-!:l as being analogous to the Art In-
stitute. She, a.s editor, wuhanging.up the best contemporary works for dis-
play; hence an error in judgment was not as severe a breach as if the magazine 
were attempting to print only poems of penr..anent signif'icance. 7 6 
Granted ~t the process of selection which Poet:q utilized was both 
objective and subjective in its appro=h to the poetry, it is imPossible to 
examine the subjective element, that is, the final factors of taste which 00-
tenrdned whether or XlOt the _gazine would print a specifiC pOOO1. But the ob-
jective stand.ard is more tangible and readily ad:nits of exam:ination. 1be edit-
ors of roe!!l devised a set ot rules (now no longer in use in the formal sense 
a sort of poetic yvdstick, which they applied to the new poEllllJ. Strictly sp 
ing these rules were not composed as critical touchstones for the ed! tors or 
first-readers; their ohief purpose was to give the poets whose work they re-
jected some idea of what was wrong with the poems. Any disoussion of these 
rules presents a negative approaoh to the question; the rules illustrate What 
the magazine would not aooept rather than a positive answer to the question of 
what the magazine would print. But they are, nevertheless, valuable in th."lt 
75 Gregory, ! !!,!stoq ~ Alner1c~ PoeEz, 146. 
76 Statement of Jessica Nelson North in a personal interview. 
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they cast a good deal of light on ?oetry's critical st.."Uldard. The rules form 
the objective ha1.f' of this standard. 
'!he following listing is by no means a complete one, but it coos con-
tain the major points which were the chief" effors of the poets who subnitted 
unacceptable verse.77 
I, Any poem noticeably ind:bative of a known Witer was taboo. 
2. Structure was stressed. That is, the editors dislikec1 poems which 
ran to great length and said too little, 
3. Padding of lines to make them fit the rhythm was never accepted. 
h. Any poeticesiUS, 'IlUCh as 'winged' for flew, 'bloom t for fiower, 
tblue' for sky was out. 
$. Propaganda poetry Eel" !! was never a.cceptable. 
6. There vas an editorial prejudice against overstatement; under-
statenent was always better form. 78 II, 
7. There was a prejudice against typographical idiosyncrasies. 
8. Personal verse and verse in poor taste ware unacceptable. 
9. Language must be like heightened oonversation unless the work was 
a period piece, or gained atmosphere by depending on period words; otherwise 
the poem had to be part of' the modern age. 
77 The author is indebted to Miss North for these rules. She, as a 
tormer first-reader, related the rules from memory and they are therefore not 
complete, but they serve to Show the major prejudices of Poe~. 
78 M1aa North cites the following as a prime example of the thing 
whioh ~ was trying to avoid. "GodJ God' Is there a God?/ My brimming eyes 
drip blOOd;,TWby should I, poor human clOd/ Be lost, lost in this flood?" 
68 
While these rules do not rom a complete statement of the component 
factors which were considered in judging a poem, they serve to illustrate a 
part of the process. The subjective part, or the decisions which involved tas 
more than observable poetic technique, cannot be so easily shown. For the pur-
poses of' this paper, it is sufficient to say that the taste of the editors was 
of a very wide variety as the back ~sues of the magazine prove. 
Tbe great variety of poetic achievement which Poe!"2: encompassed di 
plays the magazinets actively rac'.ical policy,. While Hiss Honroe always desired 
t.lmt the magazine be advanced in its views, she was careful never to allow it 
to become the tool of any groUP. Poe!!l maintained an actively radic<'ll, yet 
m,cHlitied, policy; its radicalism is best seen by comp$,rlng it with other 
maguines of the same type, and the modification of this radicalism. can also 
be seen by the same method. Harriet was radical in the sense that she wanted 
the poet to return to the .fundamental and cardinal issues of poetry, and' in 
order to achieve her purposes she directed P?et!7 along these radical lines. 
The radicalism, however.. most certainl;y must not be thought of as a. desire for 
sweeping changes. Indeed, }!iss ~ronroe rejected them when they appeared in the 
Thirties; she rejected the advanced ra.dicalism. of such writers as James Joyce, 
Gertrude Stein, and E, E. Cummings; and both she and- Pound differed on many 
occasions over the relative merits of his work. Harriet was never prepared to 
be as radical aD Pound (nor as narrow) It 
In the remaining part of this chapter the author hopes to show that 
~oe~ts editorial policy was one of radicalism, but radicaliSM tempered Qy a 
certain amount of conservatism, 
In the radical sense, possibly thc most immediate thing which Poe~ 
hoped to combat was the poetls long dependence on trac'itional forms; Harriet 
was anxious that the poet be aware of the present. ItNumerous books, and more 
numerous manuscripts appeal importUlllltely for time and space, whose eager 
authors scem as unaware of the twentieth-century as if they had spent these 
recent years in an Elizabethan manor .... house or in a vine...elad ViCtorian 
cottage .. tt 79 The thing which Miss 'N.onroe most strongly objected to was the 
arid, sterile quality of the Terse which 'Was being written at the turn ot the 
century; the poetry of this period seemed to lack creative originality and 
imagination-two things which the new poetry had in a.bunrianee. Of the new 
poetry, Niss Monroe wrote. "Thedepreca.tory, apologetic attitude toward con-
temporary American art is more to be found in the academic mind trained upon 
the past and living upon tomula_,,80 It was not the spirit of tradition which 
was the target ~ her attack but the conformity to externals which tradition 
engendered.. The publication of Pound's "Contemporania" in 191381 aroused the 
vehEl..ment criticism that Poe1::!:z was obliTious to the wisdom of traditionJ and 
to this charge Miss Honroe was quiCk to reply. ft'l'heir meaning would seem to bE 
tradition of external form ra thar than the large tradition of spiritual motivE, I 
a mere· binding tradition of detaU for which we confess little reYe:r6nee. 
Such tra.di tien is not for the strong, but for the weak. "82 The purpose of 
79 -Harriet Monroe, tJ'l'he tlew Beautr, flPeeEl, II, April, 1913, 22. 
eO Harriet ~ionroe, ·ColoniaUsm Again, It f06:E;y. X, \ Hay, 1917, 94. 
81 Ezra Pound, "Oontemporania, tt r,oe!g', II, April, 191;, 1-12. 
82 Harriet l'lonroe, "Tradition, If PoeY!'.b II, 'Hay, 1913, 61. 
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~oetry was to roster a new spirit of creativeness, and this could not beaocom 
nlished if the poets were to remain cepenoont on "the worn-out machinery of 
. . 
r~ed eloquence, u83 The poet must first seek to understand h:h1self r;nd his 
age, and to develop his poetic talent so that he can adequately express his 0 
age, and not that of bygone years. Harrietts one admonition to the poets was 
tor them to realize the modernity of ,the age. "The task for the American poet 
is twice as illficul t as it is for his co:ntinental brother., The artistic tra-
dition upon Which he h~s to build is solely ••• individual. It is a great 
tradition, nevertheless, and essentially so in spirit, and it is in spirit 
that it must be emulated. Jt84 
IDoldng baek on the history ot modern poetry, the causes and trends 
which produced this great body ot work are more clearly definable. The grea.t 
innovators anti nt.ast8rs-... Whitman, Pound, Eliot, and the Frencb S;ymbolists--to 
name but a taw--macie substantial contributions to the main "body of modern 
poetry. To review the past is always an easier task than to foretell the fu-
ture; history has a pemanency which admits of no alteration. To foresee the 
permanent excellence of certain trends--the very things for which modern poet 
is todq esteemed-was the task Eo~t!"1 perf'omed for the. art. ~ben P.arriet 
urged the poet to write with greater Simplicity of diction and to sever his 
de-,endence upon the formal aspects of "rhymed eloquence, tI she was, of course, 
84 Alice Corbin Henderson, "Too Far frOltl Paris," Poetry, IV, June, 
1914, Ill. 
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not being ori~l, fer these concepts r~d long been part of the Irish Literar. 
Novement. Yeats 1'-.a.d stressed then as first principles much earlier than the 
founding of ~etrlJ and }!iss pi1onroe.. in her great respect for Yea.ts, recognize 
in his poetical doctrine the quality of pennanent excellence. Realizing the va.. 
lue of simplicity of form and d.1etion, Niss 1-10nroe made them Pflxt .of Poe?z'! 
poUcy; and the magazine was aJ.ways ~av.orable to simplicity ane sincerity over 
studied elegance a1 tIler of thought or style. And as late as 1918 Harriet still 
felt the neeessity to adnonish the poets: ItHow. often we h~ve urged the poets 
to torget the 'magnificent gesture,. to talk tin ordinary language of ordi.nary 
things. ,n85 
Miss Itionroe'a encouragement ot these new literary ideals was pa.rt 
of the magazine'8 radicalism, and as ()ditor she was prepared to supnort -lleW- in-
novations and experimentation in diction and poetic tecr..nique. The tdeals which 
Poe!:2: fostered can best be SGen in }!1ss Monroe ts analysis of mooern poetry as 
1 t appeared in the introductien to the first edi t1en of the antr.ology which 
she and Niss Henderson edited. 
'Ihe new poetry strives for a concrete and 1r.wediate realiza-
tion of life. • • • It is less vague, less verbose. less eloquent, 
than most poetry of the Victorian period anc much work ·of ea.rl1er 
periods. It has set 'before i teelf an ideal of absolute simp1ioi ty 
and sinoerit,--an ideal whioh implies an Individt1.al, unstereotyp~d 
rhythm. It looks out more eagerly than in, it becomes objeotive. ts6 
Essentially Hiss Nonroe's analysis of the new poetry embodies all of the 
•. 
85 }<1onroe, aR'1cK to China, n Poet~ n, February, 1918, 272. 
86 Harriet Honroe and .Wee Corbin Henderson, eds., ~ ~iew Poetq, 
1st ed., ~lew York, 1917, vi. 
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things that Poetry was trying to achieve in its editorial policy; the !aaga_ 
Ziine hoped to be able to display the best 'Work which possessed these qualities 
!:!aintaini..'lg the view that modern poetry iTaB objective, it t'tTaS 
nat1.ll"al that fgetry was not wholly sympathetic to 1101"ks of the poets who came 
to the fOl'S in the late 'l"wenties and early 'rhirties, Harriet had a stro,."lg pre-
judice against poetry which lIas of a p.ighly introspective n.:ltu::ce, or lororkS 
which required UlllJ.SUal perspiCaCity on the part of the reader for understand.-
ing. In ber mind lucidity was a.lways a v:t.r.tueJ obscurity was always a vice. I, I 
And with this emphasis on directness and simplicity, Poe~ was able to sail I: 
thrOU1?,h its early years and the period of the Twanties (whieh were chiefly 
lyrical), but the poetq of the Thirties presented an entirely new problem for 
(},;"c' 
the magazine. It quality attpears most sa.lient in Niss Honroe '5 editorial arti-
" -
cles, it is the stress which she laid upon the bonds of art to life. That she 
felt very keenly on this point can be seen in her own judgment on Ezra Pound's 
la. tar work: 
Of late I have felt t."I:lat Ezra Pound was siDldng too deep in mental 
easy-chairs of the library, that he was paying the penalty of too 
much specialization. of isolation with liternry groups, apart from 
the constructive forces which are making the next age. Super-sophis-
tiCation is more desicoating than ignorance-the artist needs to 
refresh himself continually at the primal sprlngs of life, by' inter-
course with simpler people who plant and 'build and invent, and lr.l. th 
powerful people who do these things mightily and direct. the energies 
of the world.87 
87 Harriet P<lonroe, "&Ira Pound, ff !,oe~ XXVI, J.:iay, 1925, 96. This 
quotation also reveals why Harriet felt so muc~dmiration for the work of 
Carl Sane burg a.nd Edgar Lee l'!uters. 
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Ha.rriet (s adverse reaction to this type of poetry "ra8 by no means limited to 
Pound. Niss r'~on...""'Ce had a. definite preference for simple and 6irect uoetry, 
and her taste has been ca.lled flcatoolic lf by innumerable cr"ltics of the maga-
zine. nVery nearly 6V6l""flhing that has been 'tn'ittsn in conple.int of P~c!:II's 
policy during the past quarter century has been in disapprovnl of her avowed-
ly catholic taste. ,,88 The charge that her taste was not as advanced as or as 
eclectic as it might have been, however, should not eclipse the more daminant 
features ot her character. "No one can question her directness and sincerity, 
her discriminating rod sensitive taste. ,,89 These are two seemingly contradic-
tory 8atimates ot Harriet fa personality; but there is a degree of truth in 
each of them, and in a certain sense they represent the paradox ot Niss flonroe 
While Harriet maintained these strong vimfs on esoteric poetr,y, she 
was not so narrow or insular as to banish the ;:Josts who wrote in t.~is vein 
from the pages of !.?e:t:2:.l!.ven when Hiss l'1om"oe heartily disagreed with certain 
schools or POE::ts, she still believed that they were serious ar-l:.ists, and con-
sequently should not be denied the opportunity to be heard.90 But still the 
magazine S'd'fered because of those attitudes, especially during the Thirties 
when it printed fu too many love lyrics from the pens of middle-aged unmarrle 
women.91 The love lyrics were the only alternative to the esoteric and Narx:tan 
88 Gregory, tiThe Unheard of Adventure,11 2-'he American .Schola.:1 VI, 19 
89 Hotfman, ~ Little ~zine, 38. 
90 Statement of Jessica ~~lson North in a personal interview. 
91 Ibid. 
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l'}oate (the Greater of the two evils 1. .... 1 H.arriet's ll'.:i.n(3). On the subject of eso ... 
teric poetry" ~~i:sg j.1onroe has ,-rritten: 
ot)Ce more we heYs 'the doctrine of the folt~ing-in, the closure" the 
"eoteric--the aristocra.tic conception of the Poet, the ancient 
~irit of c~.ste. t 'nle poet (~eliberately aims at br:ling unintelligible 
tD all but the specia.lists, deliberately discards all the common 
-.;.os which the ordinary reader is accustomed to, such as punctuation, 
c"pita.lization, lineation, grammar, syntax, sentence-structure, etc., 
~~lescoping the English language. into hints, exclamations, tip-
toeing the high-spots of his mood.92 
Hiss %4onroe t s conception of esoteric poetry extended not only to poetry that 
was not. intelligible without exterr..al aid. but a.lso included poetry which ha.d 
both gt"ammHtica.l and typographica.l idiosyncracies--or "typographical gymnas-
ticsn g.S I-11s8 Honroe preferred to call them. The chief defects of "these eso-
teric :tntellectuals,« she claimed, was that they »were following a tangent from 
the ms,i-n ourve of the modern movement, a tangent wh:i.oh would inevitably carry 
them £~ther and farther into thin-air spaces, remote from both art and 
11£8 ... 93 It was this quality of remoteness from. life which was the salient ob... 
jectiotl for Niss Honroe; to violate the bonds that art has to life, was to re-
move s.:rt to a realm of isolation-a realm without reference to life which was 
the so~ce ot art. 
While Harriet felt thn.t the works of such poets as EZra. Pound (es-
pecia.J..:'1Y in the g.~...!), William Carlos Williams, Hart Crane, Allen Tate, I&ura 
Riding, Yvor ldnters, and other who followed the lead of scme of t' ese, 'VTere 
.---------
92 Harriet Honroe, "woking Backward, If P.oetXV XXXIII, October, 1928, 
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intellectually remote--and both extravagant and artificial--she still printed 
tb:dr \for;~.94 IlPcotr'J has rrinted ",.any o.f these poets" but not with the wide-
open hoapi tali ty which complete s)'lilpathy might have demanded. 1/95 In respect to 
the so-called esoteric peet, it was mere a question of his sincerity that puz-
~.ed Harriet .. Her attitude toward poetic art tended to .be more conse::vative. 
"We haVe endured the reproaches of the e.xtrenists, because our ideas of poetic 
art tend rather toward simplicity, intelligibility, reoognizably poetic 
rhythm.. ,,96 She thought of the esoteric poets as extremists 3.nc. tangential to 
the fruitful curve of roodern poertry. or toe:t:rlts policy on this issue, Harriet 
wrote: "I still feel that progress in the art lies along the gooo. curve of the 
solid earth rather than Aong the euphuistic tangent, and that ~oe?7 has fol-
lowed this grander curve throughout its siXteen years.n97 
Knowing how }I1~6 Honroe responded to poetry that was intel1 ec tua 111' 
remote, we ought not be surprised to find that she placed a keen emphasis on 
the intelligibility o£ a poem (as a matter of faot, this is the reverse side 0 
the coin). As has been sai.a of Harriet's antipathy touard esoteric poetry, her 
propensity for lucid end intelligible poetry was also reflected in the pages 
~~e!:'2'. She never attempted to hide her pre.1udice aga:i.nst poems which \-rere 
94 l·tonroe, "IDoldng Backward," ?oetIZ, XXXIII, October, 1928, 35. 
95 ~., 36. 
96 Ibid. 
-
97 Ibid. 
-
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opaque in thought--or lThat she tel":'llcd tlcl"'jptic intcllectua.lity tilieh leaps 
frool crag to crar 1dth little eor..sicieration for less agilt~ followers. 1I98 And 
indeed, if one scans the pages of Poetrb fUG poems of ticryptic i.l1tellsctuali-
tytf will be found. Hiss ~ionroe felt that poems of such quality m",rited only a 
Id.nd of quiet derision rather than critical approbation. In perhaps the most 
vehement edit.orial article, P,a,rriet berates the "bulky· eorls" wit;1 an almost 
.. Tu.vena1ian feroei ty. lhe following three extracts from th2. t article best conveJ 
its bitter tone anG feeling. 
1,fu:r not laugh at Ezra Pound and all JGhe other exiles and their rages? 
From over there the:r laugh at us, and stamp their feet and swear at 
us, and curse our 'mechanized' civilizetlon, and long to come baek 
and set it right, nov that we are mounting to the top of the world. 
. . . .. .. . .. ,. . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\ihy not laugh, for example, at Oertrude stein, who indeed must 
long to laugh at hawsI! when her worshippers gather at her solid 
knees, and listen solemnl:r to the cryptic utterances strung off 
darkly bT her imperious. mind. 
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
Why not lauGh ;?t that 1:ml1q God, James Joyce, whe.."'1 his genius 
gets all tangled up in words, wh.n his sentences stretch like lost 
armies OVer pathless pages, tdth never a eorrr:".a or pe.Floc to light 
the wanderer home.99 
In view of }ORss Monroe's preference tor Simple, direct poetry, it is not sur-
prising "that there should ooma, in time, poets with different views, writers 
who might be printed with a. bra.ve eclecticism, but who could nevel." be taken 
wholly to heart. The newer poets when they came ill the mifcdle '20 's, had to 
216. 
98 Harriet f~nroe, "Poetr,y of the T~ft," ?o~t~ XLVIII, ~l:r, 1936, 
99 FIarrlet r!onroe, trWhy Not !.a.ugh?1I ~oet!lJ XXXIII, January, 1929, 
206, 207, and 208. 
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finei other organs tha.n Poet!"'l for a lrJ'g'O buB: of their work.1oo It is true 
that ~oetry was unreceptive to certain schools of pootr,y, but while unsympa-
thetic toward a. group, ~1iss 1';orlTOo 'Wouldtu.."'"I1 over the f8.ciliti~s or the Ji'.aga ... 
zine and a.110iT tlM.t [;roup or schocl to be represented in a spcc1.al it'lsUC of 
their o&Jn making.lOl Poetrl was at times unsy.m.pa.thctic" but it was never in-
hospitable. 
In ~~is chapter the author has attenq)ted to clar4-fy PoetrJr'E cnunci 
ted editorial policy and to. trace its a:pplications .and dewiations under the 
ad! tarehip of Harriet I·rouroe. If at t:lmes the emphasis seemed un(.llly concan-
"\:.rated on Hiss Monroe, the ohief reason for it was to display the i..'1t:tnate re-
la tion which existed between Harriet Honroe and the edi tonal polioy. For all 
practical purposes it might reasonably be said thtit her domination of the 
magazinets character reflects her own personality to a marked degree. 
100 Charles Allen; "America.'1 tittle Hagazines. I. Pootr'.{t '1.. l1aga.zine 
of Verse, a ~ertc!,:! Pret~e!J III, liovember, 1937, 31-2. 
101 the school known as the "Objectivists," which Harriet Nonroe 
heartily disliked, was given a special issue in 1931. 
'I, I, 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Upon receiving a commission from the United St<ltes }~~J shortly aft 
the end of 1-101'1d 'Yiar II to co a bust .of a famed Ja.panese errvoy, an eminent 
American sculptor asked: ttShalT I give him a. geod or a bad haad?" OUr first 
impulse is, of course, to brand the question as fatuous, but upon reflection 
the question implies deeper meanine than a. superficial examination would indi-
cate. It is a Cor:1lil.on paradoX that one hum.an being will possess both a good and 
a bad head. Again,' it is not uncommon for a person to leave a poor impressiol1 
,!I 
i 
l: 
on one person e..11.d to give another 8. veT"J good imprst'ision, dependil"l.g upon varic 8 I 
circumstances. Both Harriet Honroe and Poo!::7 'trere affected by i:.bis paradox. 
1'115s rionroe made a ver'J harsh impression on such critics as Hary Oolum and 
John Gould Fletcher; on the other hand, she lvas loved by Sara Teasdale and 
Eunice 'l'e1tjens--to cite but two of her triends. ~oe~ too, labored under 
such a polarity of opinions regarding it. VJh11e many critics have praised the 
magazine as the mest intense and penetrating of its sort, others have damned 
it fro.'1l tiu)e to time as the most harmful influence in I\.merlcan letters. 
At the turn of the century poetry was not in the forei'ront. Niss 
Monroe saw a. growing need for such a periodical a.s Poetrz and she designed her 
magazine to meet certain needs. Toward this end, she formula.ted a def'inite and 
concrete policy which, she hoped, would guide the magazine in order that it 
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mif"ht fulfill. t.h~ needs of the tj.mcs. !oetry, as has been sale, was not :i.nten 
ad to continue for more tha..."'l five years; but onee the ma.gazine had been launch 
the eood tha.t it was sohicvi"lp JT'.1:!.de the continued e:Y.istence of ~!Z obvious 
Rnd insistent to Miss 'Honroe. Thut the magazine has lived for forty-one ;yreal"s 
is a fact. The chief concern here is that, ~Tithout knol'Jledgo of' tL.e future fa.t 
of ~~~, Hiss 11onroe and her associa.tes so designed the r:lB.gtJzine' s policy tha 
it might be equal to any challenge. Without particularizing the policy, a 
necessary eenerality vas achieved. Unable to predict the future of lOOdern 
poetry, the e(~itor and her associates formulated a policy llhieh wa.s necoss(~ri 
both broad and inclusive. That Poet:z lias to be inclusive vias one of tll\3 maga-
sine's primary 'Purposes. The assumption underlying I~!'7St!3 policy was that it 
should transcend the particular e.nd the iJnrI\ediate; lti t.h such a pollcy, radical 
innovations, sane experimentation, and Various schools or groups of poetry 
could be both accepted and cha.'!l.pioned with immunity; tha~ is, POB-sr cirl not 
foster or attempt, to represent one school or groU? over ancthcr. It was pre-
pared to accept each and every poem. solely on its own merits. 
The concept of inclusiveness applied to bet.h the thought ane form 
of all aecepta.ble poems, and in respect to this one point of policy, very feM 
exceptions were made. 'l'h.i.s, then, could 00 called one of Poetry's more consis-
tent tenets of pollcy. The onlY' violations which this point of policy suffered 
were in the late Twenties and early Thirties. As has been explained, the maga-
zine.a editors were not in complete sympathy ldth either grammatical idiosyn-
crasies or with poets whose work was intellHctually obs<n;.re. Under tcte condi ... 
tions of the original policy, these poets could have been accepted, as indeed 
II 
" , 
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tOl':':! 'rero, but th::d..r 'Hork Has not ';~elcoltl:::;d ':.;ith the sJll:1?athy uhieh it r:ic1:t 
tbllZ!s, a certaL'1 poetical affecktion or artificiality 't'TaS bel.ievee by the 
editor to have been present in this work. Tr.is can, perhaps, best be considcr 
not so much a. ChEdlfC in policy as a change or lack of s~'ll1pathy uith the pocts 
cf this particular period. 
:Han,y of foetry~f3 critics have noted the :naga:dne's comp1.ete approach 
toward inclusiveness, ane,a.t least 'tlhile Liss Honroe 10JM editor, such select! 
ciam can be ea:!.led a def'ini ttl characteristic of Foetri. This broadness of 
policy enabled Pootrz to a.ccept the oost Amer'ica!1 and F..nglish poetl"'J ll'rl tton 
at any particuJ.a.r tir:1o; it allo}n.~ the r'.ag'a.zi.'1e to accept nJJ. forz::s of pectic 
achieve:nent, ruH~ this fact has proved i.'lporta.'1t to the life of Po~~_~. Had 
the magazine been fou,'I1('ecl to give eXpression to a {efinitE! theGr~r cf "u't or' h.a. 
it been designed to cha.'TI.pion a particular school or. portry, its purpose ant: 
achieVement would have been greatly limited; and hOG the policy been so form 
ted PootrY would r~ve lost its purpose. 
L'1 addition to the politic position of inclusiveness, Poetrrts polie 
- --
was also fomulated to meet certain other requirements. Poetrz was to provide 
tho poet vi th a place of his own and to pay the poet for his work; it was de-
signed, through criticism and awards, to foster a revitalized interest on the 
part of the poc't and to stimulate and educate an aucie:1ce for poetry. In 1'0-
spact to these aspects of policy, ~oet::l was always definite and consle:tent. 
r 
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Tcc;ny the ;~.c;;;d for a reviva.l of inter'est on -tho part of the poc:t and his 
The :JhiwUlYl r:lOtto (liTo have great poets there must "be 
groat a1Kio:1C0Z teo p ) has been deleted from Pootryts cover, tcstif:y'ing to tr,o 
- " 
fact that tL.ese aims have bee:l ac!"doved. 
In assay-l.Jlg j;'oetry's editvr-lal policy under l:iss ilonI'oc, the X'o12 
. -
w: .. ich she played in th(.) finn Gstablishment of' the magazi:ls is a paraillount 
consideration. Tbrough her astute ar...d personal gui(la.'1.ce of ?oetrl the periodi-
cal survived longer tban any other of its type; it was able tv maintain itt; 
orieinal policy, as the preseu-::' editors' recent ::rtat,enent in the Fortiet:1 
'At11uve:-sarf issue testifies. In a. conparative serlSc, ~·.;iss Eonroe lIB.S the least 
prejudiced of editors, and for the 1'010 which she p~:..ayed 1..'1. f..mel"ican poetr".{ he 
name will long be remembered. 
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APPDDIX I 
The follOWing is a complete chronological listing of editorial 
articles appearing in Poe't!l during the period 1912-1936. The articles rele-
vant to the topic of this thes18 have been .indicated by an asterisk. 
Monroe, Harriet, "As It was,» I, October, 1912, 19-22. 
*Wyatt, Edith, If On the Reading of Poetry," I, October, 1912, 22-25. 
*Unsigned, "The ~!otive of the J.1agaz1ne, If I, October, 1912. 26-28. 
Monroe, Harriet, tJ}!oody's Poems," I, November, 1912, 54-57. 
*Henderson, A. c., "1 Perfect Return," I, December, 1912, 87-91. 
*Pound, Ezra, "status Rerum," I, January, 1913, 123-127. 
Nonroe, HaXT1et, "The Sel"'V'ian Epic, I't I, ¥areh, 1913, 195-198. 
*Fl.int, P. 3., "liilagisme, ft I, }farch, 1913, 198-200. 
*Pound, Eara, "A Few Don'ts by an Dnag1ste, If :r. !-'farch, 1913, 20{) .... 206. 
*Monroe, Harriet, "The New Beauty, If II, April, 1913, 22 .. 25. 
*Honroe, Harriet, "'lradition, If II, ¥~, 1913,' 67-70. 
f'lonroe, Harriet, "Incarnation,11 II, June, 1913, 101.104. 
*}lonroe, Harriet, "Poetry a Zest for Life, tt II, July, 1913, 140-l42. 
*.Hagedorn, Hermann, /fAa to Preaching," II, July, 1913, 142 ... l44. 
Hue.ffer, Ford Madox, "Impressionism_Some Speculations, U II, August, 1913, 
177 .. 181. 
}fonroe, Harriet, "The liew Laureate, It II, September, 1913, 213-215. 
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Huerfer, Ford Hadox, "Impressionism-Some Speeulations, 11,1\ II, September, 
1913, 215-225. 
Honroe, Harriet, flOur Modern EpiC, II III, Octooor, 1913, 23-26. 
Honroe, Harriet, "Rhythms of' English Verse,1t III, November, 1913, 61-68. 
l·'lonroe, Harnet, "Rhythms ot Engl1.sh Verse, II,1I III, I.iecomber, 1913, 100-111. 
*Pound, Ezra, "The Tradition," III, January, 1914 .. 137-141. 
·~r1onroe, Harriet, "Sobriety and Earnestness," III, January, 1914, 141-14L.. 
Honroe, Harriet, "The Last Victorian," III, February, 19lL, 179-182. 
towell, Am::!. oVers L1bre and Metrical Prose,« III, March, 1914, 213-220 • 
.......--. -.~ -
*Unsigned, '~oet:7ls Banquet, II IV, April, 1914, 25-28. 
*Honroe, Harriet, "The Illlemies tie Have P<tade, n IV, 'Hay, 1914, 61-42. 
*Henderson, A. C., "Too Far .tram Paris,·' IV, June, 1914, 105-111. 
de Oo\U".m.Ont, Remy, ftA, French Poet on Tradition," IV, July, 1914, l54-1tC. 
*Monroe, Harriet, "The Poet's Bread and Butter," IV, August, 1914, 195-198. 
*W1att, Edith, "Poetry and Crit~cism," IV, September, 1914, 234-237. 
Bonroe, Harriet, "The Poetry ot War, n IV, September, 1914, 237 ... 239. 
*Pound, Ezra, tt'lbe Aucdence, fl V, October, 1914, 29-30. 
*11Onroe, Harriet, tf'l'he Audience, II, It V, October, 1914, 31-32. 
IDwe11, Amy, "!'ationalism in Art,1\ V, October, 1914, 33-38. 
Henderson, A. c., "Poetry and ivax," V, November, 1914,82-84. 
Honroe, Harriet, "Christmas, 1914," V, December, 1914, 125 ... 126. 
Pound, Ezra, "Nodern Georgics, It V, December, 1914, 127 .. 130. 
Henderson, A. C., "Contemporary Poetry and the Universities, Il V, January, 1915, 
176..177. 
1d1ensld, It. fI., ftNodern German Poetry," V, January, 1915, 178-184. 
de Oourmont, Remy, "French Poets and the t-Iar If V Jan 
*pound., Ezra, "'lb.e Renaissance," V, February. 1915, 227-23:3. 
tiilenski, trHodern German Poetry, II," V, P'ebrua.ry, 1915, 234 ... 240. 
Monroe, Harriet, "'lbe Fighter for the Crowd, It V, Hareh, 1915, 280-283. 
,..Pound, Ezra,"The Renaissance, II," V, March, 1913, 283-287. 
Fitzgerald., Ellen, "A Modern Epic of War, Jf V, March, 1915, 288 ... 293. 
Monroe, Harriet, "'!he Shakespearean 'Hetive, It VI, April, 1915, 29-32. 
Fletcher, John Gould., "}C1iss Icwel1 fa nlscovery, Polyphonic Prose, ft VI, April, 
1915, 32-36. 
*Honroe, Harriet, ftGive Him Room, ff VI, !-1ay, 1915, 8J..,.,84. 
*Pound, Ezra, "The Renaissance," VI, May, 1915, 84-91. 
Honroe, Harriet, npraise fl"Olll I'll"", ColUTll, It VI, lc!ay, 1915, 9J..,.,93. 
Nonroe, Harriet, "Tile Death of Rupert Brooke, n VI, June, 1915, 136-139. 
Pound, 19Ira, "Hark to sturge Moore," VI, June, 1915, 139-145. 
Honroe, Harriet, If!!!:! P~renni~~," VI, July, 1915, 197-200. 
l'fon:roe, Harriet, tlIn Cathay, tI VI, August, 1915,' 244-247. 
l'fonroe,Harriet, "Chaucer and Langland, ft VI, September, 1915, 297-302. 
Monroe, Harriet, "Its Inner }teaning, tt VI, September, 1915, 302.305. 
*lonI'Oe, Harriet, flOur Birthday, tl VII, October, 1915, 30-31. 
Henderson, A. C., "Poetic Drama," VII, October, 1915, 31-35. 
Monroe, Harriet, "At the Fair, ft October, 1915, 35-40. 
Honroe, Harriet, itA tlation-wi<ie Art, ft VII, November, 1915, 84-88. 
*F1.ef.cher, John Gould, "A Poet's Declaration ot Rights," VII, Uevanber" 1915, 
88-89. 
)lonroe, Harriet, "Chrlstrn.as and the Poets," VII, December" 1915, 140-143. 
HonroG, Harriet, tlGrotesques and OVertones, It VII, Janua.ry" 1916, 193-196. 
Pound Ezra fiRe de Gourmont 1f VII J"' ..... , ......... 
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*Nonroe, Harriet, "The Question of Prizes," VII, February, 1916, 246-249. 
..sandburg, Carl, "The Work of lara Pound,1t VII, February, 1916,247-2$7. 
Henderson, A. C" "Mr. Hansfield t s Lecture, It ro, Nareh, 1916, 301-303. 
,*Pound, ~:ra., flLi terary Prized," VII, }1aroh, 1916, 304-305. 
MonrOla, Harriet, "Shakespeare,n VIII, April, 1916, 32 ... 38. 
*Pound, F&ra, "Status ~The Second, It VIII, April, 1916, 38-43. 
*Monroe, Harrie'~, "D:>wn East, '" VIII, Hay, 1916, 85-89. 
*Monroe, Ha.rriet, trVarloua Views, " VIII, June, 1916, 140-144. 
*Pound, Ezra, "This Constant Preaching to the 1·1ob," VIII, June, 1916, 141~-14$. 
*Monroe, Harriet, "How tbt to Jl) It,· VIII, July, 1916, 195-197. 
*Henderson, A. C., tiThe Rejection Slip," VIII, July, 1916, 197 ... 199. 
*Monroe, Harriet, "New Banners," VUI, August, 19l6, 251-253. 
*Henderson, A. C., "Correspondences, tt VIII, August, 1916, 254-2,5. 
Monroe" Harriet, "James Whitcomb Riley, tf VITI, September, 1916, 30$-307. 
*Henderson, A. C., nor Editors and Poets, If Vln, September, 1916, .308. 
*Monroe, Harriet, "The Future of the Magazine, It IX, October, 1916, .3.3-.3,. 
Tietjens,. Eu.niee, d'lbe Chinese (banting of the ClassiCS,. It IX, October, 1916, 
.35-39. 
*Henderaon, A. c., "A Jitney-Bus Among Nasterpleces, fI IX, October, 1916, 39-41. 
Buss, Kate, "Armenian Poetry," IX, October, 1916, 41-43. 
Monroe, Harriet, ItTruth and the Paradox, ft IX, november, 1916, 87 ... 88. 
Monroe, Harriet, *'Poem-Games; ft IX, November, 1916, 88-90. 
*-i-Ionroe, Harriet, lI'lben and Now, n IX, December, 1916, 141-l44. 
Henderson, A. C., "Lazy Criticism," II, December, 1916, 144-149. 
*J.Ionroe, Harriet, tlTbe New El"a, If II, January, 1917, 195-197. 
"~! I~ 
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Tietjens, Eunice, "Appreciation, It IX, January, 1917, 198-199. 
Colum, Padraio, "Poetry and OratoI"'J, It IJ{, January, 1917, 200-202. 
Honroe. Harriet, "Aboriginal Poetry, n IX, February, 1917, 251-254. 
Honroe, Harriet, tflIard Times Indeed," II, l1arch, 1917. 308 ... 3U. 
*Pound, Ezra, "i'b.ings to be l))ne," IX, March, 1917, 312 .... 314. 
Monroe, Harriet, -'lbe City and the Town," I, April, 1917, 32 .... 35. 
Bernhard, SVea, "Verner von Heidenstam, nx, April, 1917, 3S-38. 
Masters, Edgar tee, IlMars Bas IBscended," X, Mal:. 1917, 88-92. 
*)bnroe, Harriet, U001onialiam. Again," X, May, 1917, 92-97. 
Monroe, Harriet, "What M.a.Y *1' Do?" X, June, 1917, l42 ... lh,. 
Ficke, A. D., UFro,m. IlL Note Book, tt June, 1917, 145-l49. 
Fletcher, John Gould, "rAving History," Xt June, 1911, 149-153. 
*Monr'oe, Harriet, "li'1re of Youth, M X, June, 1917, 154. 
*Monroe, Harriet, "Will Art Happen?, n X, July, 1917, 20,3-20,. 
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MacCl.ughey, J., "Nature ibemes in Ancient Hawaiian," I, July, 19,~1. 205-210", 
Henderson, A. C., "Cowboy Songs and Ballads, II X, August, 1917, 25"'259. 
Mcmroe, Harriet, "To the Wilderness," X, August, 1911, 259-163. 
Mon:roe, Harriet, "Emerson 1,n a Loggi,a," X, Saptem'ber, 1917, 3ll-.315. 
*Henderson,A. C" "The Great Adventure," X, aep:. ember, 1917, 316.319. 
*Monroe, Harn" t, "These Five Years," XI, October, 1917, 33-41. 
*Monroe, Harriet, "A tV'ord to the carping Critic .. " XI, november, 1917, 89-92. 
Pound, Ezra, "Irony-, Lafargue, and Some Satire, tf XI, November, 1917, 93-98. 
l'lonroe, Harriet, IfOhristmas at vJU, IJ XI, December, 1917, 'l.44-111. 
Curtis, Illatalie, "Again the Negro, fI XI, DeCember, 1911, 147-151. 
l'Ionroe. Harriet. "Little '1'heatres and Poetic PlaYS." XI. Ja.nuarv. 1918. 201 ... 207 
j, 
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*H'Bnderaon, A. C", ItAmeriean Verse and English Critics, If Xl, January, 1918, 
207-212. 
Rice, JohnP., "Jose Santos Chocano, t/ XI, Februar,y, 1918, 260-264. 
Pound, Ezra, "The fIard and the Soft in French Poetry, tI XI, February, 1918, 
2!:4-271. 
*i'lonroa, Harriet, "Back to China, Q XI, February, 1918, 271-274. 
llonroe, Harriet, "The Har and the Artist, tt XI, March, 1918, )2Q.;.)22. 
HoIlX'OS, Harriet, ffDr. Patterson on Rhythm, It xn, April, 1918, )0...)6. 
Honroe, Harriet, n}'fr. Boume on Traps, It XII, Hay, 1918, 90..94. 
*Henderson, A. C., "OUr Contributors, tf XII, }1.ay, 1918, 94-96. 
*Hcnroe, Harriet, uTile New Internationalism, tr XII, June, 1918, 146..149. 
f1onroe, Harriet, "Hr. Jepson's Slam," XII, July, 1918, 208-212. 
Y~nroe, Harriet, "Sara Teasdale'S Prize," XII, August, 1918, 264-269. 
*Monroe, Harriet, nThe Great Renewal," XIT, September, 1918, 320-)25. 
Hicheleon, Maz, flPoetry as an Art,'1 XII, September, 1918, 325-.330. 
I,lonroe, Harrietj "Joyce Kilmer, f/ XIII, October, 1918, .31-34. 
*Honroe, Harriet, ftAesthetio and Social Criticism, ft XnI, October, 191B, 37-h111 
Honroe, Harriet, "A, Century in Illinois, ft XIII, lioTember, 1918, 90-95. 
Honroe, Harriet, "Qlr1stmas Indeed, It XIII, December, 1918, 146-149. 
Carnevall, ~el, "Five Years of Italian Poetry," XIII, January, 1919, 209-
214. 
11onroe. Harriet, "The Viereck Incident," XIII, February, 1919, 265-267. 
Ayscough, FloreDCe, fli:lritten Pictures," XIII, February, 1919, 268-212. 
*Monroo, Harriet, "A, Radica1-~elTative,· XIn, ~farch, 1919, 322 ... 326. 
l<Ionroe, Harriet, fl1'he Glittering Metropolis," XIV, April, 1919, 30-36. 
J.1onroe, Harriet, "Walt Whitman," XIV, Hay, 1919, 89-94. 
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-)1rHenderson, A. C. , 1tl1:anner1sms of Free Verse,!' XIV, !,~y, 1919, 95-98. 
}lonroe, Harriet, 1/ Stephen Cra.ne,!l XIV, June, 1919. 148-1>2 •. 
Nonroe, Harriet, "A Year After,11 XIV, JUly, 1919, 209-211. 
Williams, lf1111am Carlos, lfNotes from a Talk on Poetry," XIV, July, 1919, 
211-216. 
*Monroe, Harriet, "Ed1.torial Amenities," XIV, August, 1919, 262-266. 
Ald:1ngton, R:ichar~ "The Poetry ot the Future, tf XIV, August, 1919, 266-269. 
1>lonroe, Harriet, "Back to Nature, tJ XIV, September, 1919, 328-330. 
Henderson, A. C., "! Note on Prim1tlve Poetry, n XIV, Sept_ber, 1919, 330-335. 
*Monroe, Harriet, "What Next?," Xi, Clctober, 1919, 33-38. 
Honroe, Harriet, nA Word to the Colossus," XV, November, 1919, 90-93. 
llonroe, Harriet, "Visitors from the Ot.her Side," rt, November, 1919, 93-96. 
Honroe, Harriet, riA Scientist.s Challenge, n rt, lacember, 1919, 149-152. 
Hartley, Harsden, ttThe Business or Poetry, If XV, D3ee.m.ber, 1919, 152-158. 
};lonroe, Harriet, If Science and Art Again, n IV i January, 1920, 204.211. 
Monroe, Ha.rr1et, "}1r. Robinson's Jubilee, n XV, February, 1920, 204 ... 211. 
Aldington, Richard, "Campion's Observations, ft IV, Febru.a.ry, 1920, 267 ... 271. 
*Monroe, Harriet, lf7'hose .w. Refuse, If rl, Harch. 1920, 321-325. 
*Tietjens, Eunice, "! Postecrtpt to the Foregoing. t1 XV, March, 1920, 326-327 t 
}fonroe, Harriet, "f.1':r. Yeats and the Poetic Jl:"ama," XVI,' April, 1920, 32-38. 
Kr~rg, Alf'red, "Touring America on Pegasus, H XVI, }'lay, 1920, 90-94. 
Ald1ngton, Richard, tlEng1ish and American, n ro, t1a.y, 1920, 94-98. 
1<kmroe, Ha:I:T1et, .f/}ien or Women?, tt XVI, June, 1920, 146-1.48. 
*l-bnroe, f!a:rriet, ffDtsoovered in Paris, U XVI, June, 1920, 148-151. 
lfcmft1e. Harriet, ullr'. Chubb on the Platform, f! XVI, July, 1920, 205-210. 
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Sapir, Edlfard,"UNota on the Frendh-Canad1an Folk-Songs, If nI, July, 1920, 
210-213. 
Henderson, A. 0., "The Folk Poetry of 'lhese states," XVI, August, 1920, 264-
27),. 
Honroe, Harriet, "In Texas and New ~lexico, ft lVI, Sept.E.lnber, 1920, 324-328,.. 
~lonroe, Harriet, fI~lity ancl l.8precation, ft XVII, October, ]920, 30-35. 
Aldingto!l, Richard, tfThe Disciples of Gertruda Stein," mI, October, 1920, 
3>.40 .. 
Honroe, Harriet, trThe P.S.A. Pl'izesand 0Urs," lVII, Novem.ber, 1920, 88...94. 
1'1onroe, Harriet, "The Christmas Clock, fl XVII, Lee ember, 1920, 148-149. 
}tonroe, Harriet, tt::lhat Are They I.01ng1.," XVII, JaIllllU"y, 1921, 204 ... 208~ 
Monroe, Harriet, "Notes and Queries from Mr. Lindsay, It XVII, Febru.:"Lry, 1921, 
262 ... 266. 
~*1onroe, Harriet, It'lbeir i>lice liange, ft XVil, }!a.rch, 1921, 322-325. 
*Pound, Ezra, lfTb.ames Morasses, U XVII, J<1arch, 1921, 325-329. 
*'Monroe, Harriet, "Drinkwater on Abercrombie," IVIII, April, 1921, 30-35. 
Monroe, Harriet, "Southern Shrines," lVIII, Nay, 1921, 91-96. 
Aldington, Richard, "The Poet and Nodern T.ife," XVITI, .Hay, 1921, 99 ... 100. 
N'onroe, Harriet, itA 1rford About Keats, tt lVIII, June, 1921, 150-153. 
Tietjens, Eunioe, "The Sub-.eonscious Cliche," XVIII, June, 1921, 153 ... 156. 
~~!onroe, Harriot, "Here in Gass Street, II XVIII, July, 1921, 208-213. 
(t.1onroe, Harriet" !tJ"~idsummer Delite, n XVIII, August, 1921, 264-26C~ 
~eott, Evelyn, ffBrazi1ian Dance Songs," XVIII, August, 1921, 2L7-271. 
Icarneva1i,Emanue1, "Dante and Taiay," XVIII, September, 1921, 323-321. 
,ronroe, Harriet, *'John Adam's Prophecy," XVIII, September, 1921, 327 ... 329. 
4~nroeJ Harriet, "Poetry and the Allied Arts,· XIX, October, 1921, 31-37. 
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Head, Cloyd, HInfluenee of the Art Theater on Peetle Drama," XIX, October, 
1921, 37-43. 
Nonroe, Harrlet, If From Queen Anne to ('~orga the F1f'th, ff XIX, November, 1921, 
90-94. 
*Icionroe, Harriet, ttnenewal of Youth, n XIX, ~ember, 1921, 146 .. 118. 
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APPENDIXn 
Dear Hr. Cahill. 
I don't wonder you were puzzled by the paragraph you quoted from 
Gregory. I have read it several times and it seems to me that wha.t he says 
means this t Poetry had been the leader in cn tical and poetic opinion up to 
1922. But with the publica.tion of The Waste !and a. new body' of poetic critici 
and sty1e began, with which Harriet Monroe was not in SJlmPathy. The magazine 
continued with the inclusive policy which had marked it before the war, with 
the hopeful attitude toward 'poetry (and lite) which bad always been its dis-
tinguishing feature. l<1eanwhile the poets who were influenced I:.'I:f Eliot, or what 
they thought El10t meant, Vere writing a sort or poetry with which Nies Nonroe 
was never sympathetic and, as he says later, the only' rea.son they continued to 
fiend their oontributions to Poetry was that the magazine continued to pay well 
At Harriet '. death, of course, the policy changed toward the more modern poet 
and has oontinuedto be exclusive wer since. 
Moat of this is probably' true. The "proletarian" poetry of the 
thirties was sometimes published in the magazine, but to a considerable extent 
so 11_ much lyrio poetry of a. "softer" strain. I was .quite out or Sj1mpatby wi 
the )1arx1.an poets and so· was Harriet. O.t course I only began my active work in 
1928 and atter 1936 I had ver:r attle influence, except during the two years 
when I was editor. I do think, however, that ve turned down very little that 
was really good. l'le were publishing all the poets whose reputation has 1asted 
until now. Auden was a £Ciatured poet before 1936 (I think) and so were Spender, 
MacNelce, lla:y Lewis, and all that school. Stevens Was a1ways sought after and 
I remember Harriet corresponding with Eliot.s brother Henry, Who lived in oak 
Park,and trying to get sanething ot Eliot's. Pound was always welcome. I do re-
member turning down something of Hart Crane ts, however, because it was too ob-
scure. We printed Harianne Moore in that parlod. I had a strong prejudice 
against the "new crl tlclsm" a.t that time because it vas obsoure and 'Wore},.. I 
still react against mao1anUr and YvorWulters. But when the period Grego%')' 
speaks ot vas over, the new writers seemed fresh and exciting and we weloomed 
D,rlan ThoIrtas, Randall Jarrell, Elizabeth Bishop, etc. with open arms. 
It Ezra Pound had been allowed to run the magazine at that time we 
would undoubtedly' have had another Criterio~, exclusive, esoteric and erudite. 
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we wouJ..d have lost our audience (as we bave largely done now) but kept the 
respect of the more adV"anced critics. Harriet vas detin1telyagainst losing om 
audience. Does this answer your questions? 
! don tt think Pound changed factions. I think he sw:t tched influences 
in his own Cantos, but his judgment was about the same on other poets from 
start to finish, expect tha. t he left the Imagists early. But he was a.lways 
"narroW" in his likes and disllkes .. -and a terrible person to work with. 
Sincerely youl"s, 
(Signed) Jes8ica North MacIbnald 
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